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"Vvith Malice toward None, with Charity for AI1, and with Firmness in, the Right"
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico. Saturday. August !).
1919.

Volume X VI.

Starts Business Pointer Drought Report

Drilling

Wheat
Last winter - when Martin
Rhyne' paid $31. ah acre for forty
acres of land a mile east of town
with wheat planted on it, some
Yesterday
said he was crazy.
when he finished marketing the
wheat off that same forty acres
for a triflle over $1800.00 or more
than $45. an acre for the wheat
'
alone, no one criticised him for
the price he paid for the land.
He sold the forty to Mrs.
Minnie Rhyne for $500.00, she
also purchased the other forty
acres of J. A. Dunn's farm and
will have a fine little home near
town where she will reside in
future.
Mrs. Rhyne recently
sold her farm of fur hundred
acres to Leo Wagner's father
who is preparing to plant wheat
on it this fall.

Work. was commenced on the
Roy well Wednesday. Mr. Bagwell and his two assistants have
been .working over the machine
and getting it in shape to work
right before starting, and he has
earned more than he could drilling in making over the machine
as the drill stems and accesories
he got' with it invoice a thousand
dollars more at second-hanprice than the whole outfit cost
him. In Mr. Bagwell's expert
hands this is as efficient as a new
rig and cost about one third as
much.
If you doubt the moral
of our town since the
saloons are closed, we call your
attention to the fact that the
village jail has been empty for
six months and it was fi'und
practical to rent it to Mr. Bagwell, the well driller, who uses
e
and "Light
it for a
d

An indication of the business
volume of Roy is given in the
the
monthly statement from
depot here.
The freight biils
paid here for the month of July
amounted to $6,322.6 and the
freight shipped out amounted to

freight.
Western Union lolls amounted
to about $500.00 and Express

$5,600.00

The
receipts exceed $1,000.00.
Express office here was advanced
to the second class August 1st.
The thousand cars 'asked for to
ship the wheat from this mesa
will all be needed and five hundred of them are billed for Roy.
The first order for 26 cars by
the Floersheim Merc Co. has
secured ten cars ready for loading thus far.
Is this an agricultural country?

T, E. Mitchell

returned from

an extended trip in Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska
and other states to the north
Saturday. He brought home a
fine white-facbull bred in.' the
purple to add to his herd of thoro
Mr.
breds.
Mitchell found
drought conditions which he
describes as "Terrible" over
most of the states he visited and
belives it will be necessary to
ship out three fourths of the
stock from some of the-- grazing
e

sections,'

Number ;,0

Farm Loan

Govt

l

Groceries

W7
Commencing about Aug. 18th.
Postmaster Johnson will receive
orders for supplies and groceries
which are-- to be sold by the War
Department of the Government
direct to the people, at price3
about two thirds the regular re.
tail price-osuch merchandise.
This.is the surplus stock on
hand for the army when the war
ended and it is being sold thus
direct o the people in order that
it may help reduce the high cost
of living and be thus kept out
ci the hands of profiteers, letting
the ultimate consumer have the
advantage of the price.
Commercialism has been running riot sinca the war is over and
advance in wages has been bf
little avail when the cost of necessities has been advanced to
more than meet it.
If the U. S. is a Democracy,
now is the time to prove it,, if
isa Republic, and the Special
interests and "Vested rights''
are superior to the people, it is
time we knew it.
This is the. first time in tha
history of the U. S. that an
administration has dared to live
up to its platfarm and the ideal
of a government FOR the people
as well OF the people.

I have received 43 checks for
dividend due , the
the
first subscribers to the Federal
Farm Loan,, now ready to be
turned over to them but it is
necessary to hold a meeting of
the Executive Committee next
Saturday afternoon, Aug. 9th, to
arrange some matters before
this can be done. All members
are invited to be present at this
meeting who can. It will be at
2 P. M.
The Farm Loan Association is
growing more popular and useful as it becomes better understood and is loaning more money
now than in the past.
If you are in position to want
to take advantage'of it call and
talk it over.
F, II. Foster

f

C. L. Justice and family are
enjoying a visit from his mother
who came some time since from
her home in Kansas. She is, of
course, delighted with the prosperity the wheat crop has
Secretary.
brought to them and they have
Mrs. Frank Hyatt went to
Mrs. A. J. Bachman and little all been too busy to meet the
Sunday to visit her
she
Dawson
friends
made
on
former
her
daughter returned to their home
Since threshing started estiis in the hospital
here.
husband,
who
visit
housekeeping."
at Canton, Okla. Saturday, after
mates on wheat yields have
with
leg and is getting
broken
a
extended-visiwith her paran
t
risen about five to ten bushels
nicely.
alone
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Depew
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds, Roy's
A notable change in the perper acre over the first guesses.
and their children. Misses Fern talented Music Teacher, has pursonnel of the Roy Trading Co.
A good way to be fooled.
and Ruth Depew accompanied chased two lots south of the
Herbert Mitchell, returned
r
C. E. Anderson started thresh- store force occured last week.
her, the former for a short visit School house and will move the last week from two years service
Mr.
and
Crowe
Oen
The
Misses
ing Monday on his farm east of
and the latter will remain for little residence she has purchased in the U. S. Army, much of
town in wheat which he estimat- resigned and their places have the winter and attend High
from J. D. Wade, the black- which was spent in Europe. He
ed at 25 bushels per acre. When been filled by Miss Etta .
School at Clinton.
to it and have a home of looks every inch a soldier and
smith,
in the store and Mr. J. C.
they got the machine limbered
own
in future.
her
This is a many friends join with his parup it was turning out a wagon-loa- d Bowen in the meat market.
location
convenient
and
a good ents Mr. and Mrs. Will Mitchell
of 60 bushels every ten J. L. Swain was returned to Mr. W. I. Pogue a cousin to
R. Labastida, who has been in
"house,
little
to
which
will in pride in him and rejoicing at
she
minutes and had two teams on his former position as ware- Mrs. J. E. Wildman, with his
Roy
for some time, left Wednes
his safe return.
every mile of the road to the houseman to complete the force. family drove over from their add more rocms later and it will
day
for
Watrous where he will
home at Sedan, near Clayton be convenient for her and her
elvevator hauling it to market.
Roy
of
read
in future.
in the
Miss Pauline Oen ha3 accepted and visited over Sunday at the pupils as well as for her work in
The Y. P. S. C. E. under the
The yield was a little over 40
leadership of Homer Holmes is
bushels per acre instead of 25, a position as saleslady in the VVil Wildman home. Mr. Pogue is the Schools the coming term.
G. R. Abernathy and family
very favorably impressed with
meeting at 7:45 each Sunday
and netted him better than $65. son store at Mills.
have been enjoying a visit from
per acre, after paying all
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Troupe, of this country and especially the
I. C. Floersheim came down vening now.
his mother, who came just bepenses.
Solano were in town Tuesday wheat fields. He believes wheat from Springer Sunday to visit
fore harvest from her home in
Mr. Anderson" sold this land
looking for the Dentist and in- would grow in Union county if his parental home in a big carl C. A. Nicholson, of Tucumcari
southern Iowa. She has been
week for $ 15,00 per acre, and cidentally paid a years subscrip- they were to plant it. They re- such as few country newspaper has been in Roy the past week helping
with feeding the harturned home Monday,
the summer crop on part of it tion to the
selling stock for the new Oil vesters as well
men can afford.
as visiting.
will yield even more than the
Refinery Co.
We dont know
;A. S. Hanson, Mgr of the Roy
J. E. Wildman has returned to John Worley came home
wheat has done.
Tradipg Co. business here relast much about the merits of the Misses Lena and Jeannette
work in bis Insurance and
hard
week after a year spent in work- enterprise but we give it to Mr. Lusk and Miss Blevins returned
members us with his yearly
Public Scales Meeting
Loan office after a few days vaing fri the ship yards of Portland Nicholson that he has demon Sunday from Las Vegas Normal
stipend for the
and reminds
cationing in the wheat harvest.
Donators and others interested us we are selling it too cheap.
Ore. for the Government.
It strated his ability as a' salesman' where they have been students
in the installation of public scales
during the summer term and will
has quieted down on the coast beyond question.
Two dollars a year is his idea
Col. F. O. white moved in from and the drought
wiil please meet at Fosters of the value of a home papar and
vacation at home for a time
thruout the
and is north-weThe Roy Garage received before School work claims them
office Saturday afternoon Aug. he knows for he has run them. the farm Wednesday
makes this a good
furnishing his residence recent- place to come back to. ,
another car of Ford cars Wednes this fall to a life of the highest
9th at 3 o'clock,
Committee.
ly purchased from Postmaster
day
and the entire force is busy service.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, of Tucum-car- i
h;s
for
home
for
a
Johnson,
Mark E. Phillips, of Nevada setting them up and turning
f
and children were here Mon... IT.l
noimes, wne anaJ iamiiyi day and Tuesday visiting the family in future.
Texas, who has been visiting them over to buyers.
The Roy Trading Co. has invisited the parental Rev. E. B.
relatives here orders the S.A. to
stalled an elevator in their bean
hdy's mother, Mrs. Leach and
Holmes home here last week
Mr. Hull and family, arrived house and
Seth
come
E.
him
to
in
wife
and
he
future
that
Paxton
left
will be able to handle
other relatives. They returned
leaving Saturday to spend the
here this week from McPherson, wheat almost as conveniently as
Monday for Cuervo, N. M. where may keep posted on this mesa.
Tuesday.
rest of their vacation with his
Kansas and are visiting at the a regular elevator. The wagon
he has the position of regular
wife's people before returning
Melville Floersheim returned F. A. Bruce home. Mrs. Hull is dump iiall they lack in equipAgent for the E. P. and "S. W.
to his position as Agt. for the Ry.
He re- - ment.
Ry. He has been substituting Wednesday from a short business a sister to Mr. Bruce
at Montoya.
Alex is fatter
.
averaging
ports
bush
wheat
ten
actrip
to
He
Francisco.
San
Next Sunday Aug. 10th there here for Mr. Gray during his
and more prosperous
looking will be
A
friend
of
former
in
part
days,
cur
Kans.
per
his
of
acre
els
during
quired
city
his
airs
short
a basket Dinner at the vacation. Mrs. Paxton's sister,
than ever and many friends are Christian Church." The
noting
our
in
quality
vacation
harpoor
and
the
account
on
of
Pastor, Mrs. C. W. Davidson has been absence.
glad to greet ihem once more.
vest
fields
to
wet
during
ventures
write
weather
harvest.
the
O. W. Hearn, is endeavoring to visiting and Mr. Davidson, who
guess
that
so
it
wasnt
much
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. McKoun
get the membership of the Chris- is city electrician at Tucumcari,
Mrs. Gertrude Iledgecock was patriotic duty that lured us to
and son, of Winters, Texas arL. N. DeWeese and wife, of tian Church together as matters came Friday.
ill
last week and unable to be on the wheat fields as it was
rived in Roy Wednesday and are
Mosquero, were in town Monday of great importance are to be
duty
of harvest dinners,
at the Drug Store for
Miss Jessie Fender returned guests of Mr. and Mrs. J, G.
to patronize the Dentist, Dr. discussed. Mrs. Daniel of Tucumrefully
Now
days.
She
is
several
aint
that just like a durn-eThey have a fire cari will be with us to address from Normal at Las Vegas Smith at Pleasant View. The
Murdoch.
to remember
democrat,
covered.
Saturday and is at heme at the lady is a daughter of Mrs. Smith's
wheat crop and are preparing the ladies. things
feller
against
thataway.
a
They will remain fcr a visit
Everybody
invited,
come, Geo. N. Ames farm again.
for another like it next year.
wife
W.
and
O.
Rev.
Ilearn
here and we hope get interested
bring your baskets well filled.
Mrs. J. P. Reyndd3is excited
Making A Record
went to the Montoya Pocket
in this country.
Sunday School 10:30, preaching
F. B. Misner was down from
the fact that the Geologist
over
School House last Sunday and
Speaking
Mills Monday. He is as sure of 11:30, Mens meeting, 2:00,P.M.
who
of the
traced
the new "Anticline"
Khaki
The Little 'iDevil"!
A strmon in
held services.
Roy found it crossing
0
west
oil as he is taxes and expects re- Womens meeting, 2:00. P.M.
College" at Fort Sill, the Educaof
in
services
English and also .
F. A. Bruce and family have
ports very soon from one of the
tional and Vocational Training
Spanish
were among the attrrc- - her recently acquired homestead
Roy
Village Trustees post School for enlisted Soldiers received official notice of their
The
big three wells. The Baca locaand she has visions of a "Gushtions. A good attendance of the
tion, Tucumcari or Des Moines. poned their meeting Monday which is the "Dreamb" of Prof. advancement in the social scale people of the community was er" mussing up th landscape
He has installed a big search evening on account of the ab- J. E. Russell, formerly of the to the dignity of "Grandparents present and enjoyed the event. right in front of her claim shack.
light on top of his water tower sence of the Clerk and met later Roy Schools 'Come True", th e and Aunts" to a midget of a
Here's holpin' her dream comes
seven and a half pound girl, '
true.
Lawton, Okla. íews says
which can be seen for miles to allow expenses and salaries.
Pete Laumbach of La Cinta
No special business was on.
in every direction and is a more
The Khani College is an army born July 24th to Mr. and Mrs. Canyon, called Tuesday with a"
Neis Banson is assisting Coninspiration."
enthusiastic booster for this
Great credit is Harris Applegate, in Montana.
sample of his beets, beans, and tractor Ray Carr, with the big
The mother, formerly Miss roasting ears from his ranch.
due J. F. Russell,
Director
mesa every day.
The School Board met Monday
lumber shed.
It looks like a
Mabel Bruce was for a long time
General of the college and
He sa"s they have been eating forest of 2X4s at this stage of
evening to transact routine
in the
Mrs. Strickland had the mis-- !
Secretay of the "Y" chief
roasting ears since July 18th and the game.
business and decidid on $100.00
fortune to run a needle into berj
office and a very efficient comfor the developement of the
he never in his life saw such
per month as the minimun salary
hand Saturday and break it off.
prinpositor. We congratulate her in corn grow as he has this season.
idea
and
other
Mrs. Milton Floersheim is enfor teachers in the Roy Schools
She was rushed to the Dr. Self!
cipales on which this school is having attained the highest
a
be
to
friend
joying
nice
mighty
a visit from her mother
Its
for this winter. The line up for
Sanitorium but it proved a diffihonor to which women can of his and be thus remembered, who came down from Denver
founded."
the coming term is very satiscult case and is still very painaspire and will try to putup with
last week to see her and the
factory.
The Roy Trading Co. has had the airs the grandparents and
ful.
They are out
Irvin Ogden Jr. has accepted little grandchild.
John Hornbaker at work this aunts have put on since acquir- a job as separator man with at the Jaritas ranch this week
J. W. uecK rasmaue a lennis
There w be a ba came Tat week tearing off the old porch ing the titlet.
Virgil Anderson as engineer on again.
Court back of the garage on an R0y Saturday afternoon between around their building and cutting
Mr. and Mrs. Applegate will
He
C. E. Anderson "thresher.
Oh ye joy cus weddirg bells
unused street, graded and drag-- Roy and Gladstone teams.
The windows along the north side of return to Uoy with little Miss is between the wages the job
goin" to be a lot of nice
ged jt with a Fordson.
Theres
in
the
It is Gladstone team is said to be a let in more light. The entire "Frances Genevieve",
the necessity for gett
out in the sod away from the fast one and tney do not play on! building will then be concreted near future as they were in the pays and
things to be said about some
ing his wheat land ready and candidates, if rumor has it right
weeds and will be a popukr Sunday. No Sunday gama ar- - and finished in pebble-das- h
and drought stricken regions of the
seeded for another crop.
playground.
n the near future.
'ranored for as vet
re Mastered and refitted inside. north.
,
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Her resolution extended to the spending of as much of Bayard's money as
might be necessary on surgeons fees
and doctors' bills. If she bankrupted
Bayard it would be with the tenderest
motives.

Five times she went to the operating table, made that Infernal Journey
Into ethcrland, knowing what
waited her, what retching
and burning and bleeding. She braved
death aguin and again, took long
chances with cowering bravado. And
nil for Bayard's sake.
One morning when Bayard reached
ills office after a harrowing
vlgi at Leila's side he was just falling
asletvp over the first mall when his
telephone snarled. He reached for It
with alarm. A voice boomed In his
after-anguish-

ear:
"Ah you thohr
"Yes."
"Keep the Une, please. Now, you ah

through, sir?"
Then a growl replaced the boom, a
growl that made the receiver rattle:
"Ah you thah, Mr.' Kip? This Is
I dare say you
Colonel Marchmont.
remembtr our conversation about
those damned controcts with Weth- discussion
erell. A little farther
might not be amiss if you could
make It perfectly convenient to drop
ovvoh at, say, a quawtnh puhst fah?
Good! I shall expect you at that
ah."
Bayard pondered. What new persecution was fate preparing? As he
went to fM office, he bought an evening paper. A heavily headed cable
gram announced that the laborers In
the British munition works were strik
ing or threatening to strike. A gleam
of understanding come Into Bayard's
eye. When he reached the desk of
Colonel

I

Marchmont

he

looked

un-

abashed Into the revolver muzzle of
the old war horse's one eye.
Without any preliminary courtesies
or any softening of his previous tone
the colonel snorted: "Those devilish
contracts you made with Wetherell
The poor fellow Is no longer alive
inore's the pity, but Well, I'm afraid
I was a bit severe with you. I fancy
we might see our way to renewing
those contracts at a reasonable figure
siiy nt a 25 per cent reduction from
the terms you quoted."
Buyard smiled and shook his head.

He blutTed the bluffer. "The prices we
quoted Included only a fair profit,
colonel. Since then materials have
been going up In price every minute,
owing to the demand from abroad.

VTN
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By RUPERT HUGHES

And the home market Is booming. W
can sell all our product here, and
"That makes no difference," Daphne more, too, than we can make."
stormed, already converted to the
Colonel Marchmont squirmed, but
shop religion.
"Customers must not he was a soldier and loved a good
Bud the door shut Run open It at counter-attacHe smiled
as he
once. Suppose Mrs. Romllly propped squirmed.
Wetherell was avenged
In.
We'd lose her unless this no- when his successor signed new contoriety drives her away." A little tracts at a higher price than he had
blush of shame flickered In Daphne's made. The changing times changed
pale cheeks a moment and went out everything; yesterday's exorbitance
She sighed: "I suppose Mr. Duane was today's bargain.
has stopped that check, too If he ever
Bayard departed with a wallet full
gent It Oh, deur I"
of business. He got bnck to his office
Then a nurse knocked; brought In on feet fledged with Mercurial wings,
a card growing In a large little aza- nis feet were beautiful on the rug of
lea tree. Daphne scanned It "Mr. the president's office.
Thomas Varlck Duane!" She peered
Bayard felt so kindly to all the
closer at the pencllingi and read world that he hurried to the hospital
aloud: "'I Just learned. I'm heartIsn't there anything I can
broken.
do?' "
Daphne felt as If outraged society
had forgiven her.
"Isn't he a darling?" she murmured.
Mrs. Chlvvls begrudged a stingy,
"Well, of course " She had the poor
folks' conscientious scruples against
wasting praise on the rich. "You'll
want to see him, I presume."
But Daphne had had enough of evil
appearance. "See him here? Never I"
She glared at poor Mrs. Chlvvls with
a reproof that was excruciating to accept, and ordered her to go down and
meet Mr. Duane and Incidentally learn
about the check. "Business Is business," she said-Mr- s.
Chlvvls descended In all the
confusion of a Puritan wife meeting
a Cavalier beau. She came back later
to say that Mr. Duane was really very
nice, and spoke beautifully and had
sent the check and would send another if Dophne wished It, and would
make old Mrs. Romllly go on with the
order, and would she like some special fruits or soups or something? He
was really very nice.
Daphne eyed her with Ironic horror
and said, "You've been flirting with
him! and me so helpless here!"
"Dnph! nee 11 Kip III" Mrs. Chlvvls screamed. The only counter-thrushe could think of was, "And what Wetherell Wat Avenged When Hla
Successor signed New Contract at
does Mr. Wlmburn say?"
a Higher Price Than He Had Made.
This sobered Daphne. Why had
Clay sent no word? Everybody else to scatter good news like flowers over
In town had seen the papers. Clay Leila's couch. She was In that humor
read the papers. Surely he was not when anybody else's good fortune was
capable of such monstrous pique. an added grief to her.
When your worst enemy gets badly
"I'm no use to you now," she walled.
hurt you've Just got to forgive If "I never was much. But at least I
you're human.
dressed and kept looking fit And yon
Oh,
said I was pretty. But now
!
Bayard, Bayard I You used to call me
CHAPTER XXVI.
beautiful, and I tried to be beautiful
Leila was determined to endure for you. But now
To be ugly and
everything that might be necessary to useless both It's too much!"
Wise pathfinders say that when you
regain her beauty. She would go
through any ordeal of knives or plas- are wandering In strange country you
ter casts or splints or medicines for should turn every now and then and
that. She was quite grim about It look back at the way you came. It
Continued.
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so long you inlcht have, thnuirh.
Where've you been. Clav? But wait
you can tell me on the way over to
the new shop."
When she led him Into her new em
porium the graceful fabrics displayed
were aa rea rags to him. He was a
bull In a crimson shop.
Daphne made Clay sit down and
asked htm if it were not all perfectly
lovely. He waited until Mrs. Chlvvls
wont on to the workroom. He had a
glimpse of a number of girls and
wome on sewing bent They were
laughing and chattering.
He answered, "It's perfectly loath
some."

Instead

of resenting

this

Insult

Daphne laughed till she fell against
the counter. The worst of It was that
her eyes were só tender
"Where did you get all the caDltal
for all this stock?" Clay demanded,
with sudden suspicion.
"Oh, port of It we bought on credit
and part of It on borrowed money."
"Borro wea from whom?"
"From Mr. Duane."
This was too much of too much.
Clay stormed: "I'll get him'"
"Oh, no, you won't I"
"Oh, yes, I will'"

"I won't have yon assanltlmr the
best friend I've got In the world."
He groaned aloud at this, not no
ticing how she used the word "friend."
She ran on. She had not talked to
him for so long that she was a perfect
cnatteroox.
"He lent me five hundred dollars
when I didn't know where else to get
it Ana it nallea our first real contracta big commission from old Mrs.
Romllly. We paid back Mr. Duane's
five hundred and then
She giggled
In advance at what was coming to
Clay. "And then I borrowed a thou
sand from him. We owe him that

now."
Clay was as wroth as she had
wished. He took out a little book.
"Well, rll give yon a check for that
amount or more. And you can dbv
Duane off with Interest
I won't
have you owing him money."
"Yon won't have!" Danhne mnrked
"You won't have? Since when did
you become senior partner here?"

"Senior partner!" Clay railed. "I'm

no partner In this business! I hate
this business. It makes me sick to
see you In It"
"Then step out on the walk." said
Daphne.
"You're Bearing away cus
tomers ana using up the time of the
firm. The boudoir la no place for yon,
anyway."
A young woman with a bridal eye
walked in and Daphne left Clay to
blunder out sheepishly. He did not
see that she cast sheep's eyes after
him.
He was a most bewildered
young man. He had made a pile of
wears a different aspect entirely from money and still he was not happy 1
its look as you approached, and you
CHAPTER XXVII.
will need to know how It will look
when you return.
In the course of a few wretched
From childhood on, Leila had been
warned against extravagance us Bay days Clay picked up some of the facts
ard had, as have we ail. But only about Duphne's presence In Wether-ell'- s
fatal car. He was more furious
now that she was looking backward
could she realize the wisdom, the In at her than ever and more Incapable
tolerable truth of the adage, "Waste of hating her.
He saw Bayard often, but Bayard
not want not."
Meanwhile Daphne was having so knew little and said less. One afterdifferent a history that she felt noon he Invited Clay to ride with him
ashamed. It stunted unfair to her to to the hospital, whence Leila was to
get well quickly and with no blemish graduate. He warned Clay not to beexcept a scar or two that would not tray how shocked he would be at Leishow, while Leila hung between death la's appearance, which, he said, was
a wonderful Improvement on what it
and deformity.
But seeing Bayard alone and hear had been.
She was, Indeed, a mere shell, and
ing Leila fret, she felt confirmed in
her belief that she had done the whole Cloy was not entirely successful with
some thing when she joined the labor- - his compliments.
Leila sighed: "Much obliged for
lug classes.
There were discouragements without cease, yet Daphne was your good Intentions. I'm a mere
learning what a remedy for how many sack of bones, but I'm going to get
troubles there Is In work. It seemed well. The doctors say that If I take
to be
It was exciting, care of myself every minute and go
fatiguing, alarming, but it was objec to a lot of specialists and go to Bar
tive. She was on her way at last to Harbor In the hot weather and to
that fifty thousand a year she had Palm Beach In the cold and spend
dreamed of. She was uncertain yet of about u million dollars I'll be myself
earning a thousand a year, but she some day. That's not much, but It's
all I've got to work for. Poor Bydlel
was on the road.
Clay Wlmburn, seeking chances In He didn't know he was endowing a
the West, did not see the New York hospital when he married me."
"What do I care, honey?" Bayard
papers or any other record of Daph
"The
cried,
with perfect chivalry.
got
back to
ne's accident. When he
New York, his pockets full of eon money Is rolling In and I'd rather
tracts, Bayard, equally successful, spend It on you than on anybody else."
"The money's rolling out Just as
greeted him enthusiastically. Then he
It
in," Leila sighed. "The
learned of the accident and the fact fust as rolls
Lord seems to provide a new expense
was
He
was
"in
Daphne
trade."
that
Indignant at the news and wanted to for every streak of luck. And that's
my middle name Expense."
see her at once.
She had actually learned one lesson.
Bayard gave hlra the address, and
was a hopeful sign.
That
asking
Clay wasted no time
further
Clay
sought Daphne In her odious
questions. He made haste to the subway, fuming; left the train at the (to him) place of business. She asked
Grand Central station and climbed up him what she could sell him. He said
he would wait till the shop closed.
to a taxicab.
She raised her eyebrows impudently
Then he found Daphne.
She led him into a little shop empty and gave him a chair In a corner. He
of everything but the debris of re- sat there feeling as out of place as a
strange man in a harem.
moval.
Eventually the last garrulous cus
"Where are we?" said Clay.
tomer talked herself dumb; the last
"This was my shop."
Busted al- sewing woman went Mrs. Chlvvls
"What's the mattet
ready?" Clay asked, with a not unflat- pulled dowa the curtains In the show
window a;d at the door and bade good
tering cheerfulness.
"Not in the least," Daphne ex- night.
Then Daphne locked the door,
plained. "We've expanded so fast we
had to move. We sublet and moved dropped wearily Into a chair, and
sighed, "Well, Clay?"
across the street
"You remember Mrs. Chlvvls, don't
"I want to know why yon don't give
you? Mrs. Chlvvls, you haven't for- up Tom Duane."
She shrugged her excellent shoul
gotten tis, Wiuihuro. He'a kept away

Copyright by Harper A Brother

come? Or do you cut out the kiddles?"
Daphne blushed, too. "Well, I should
think that the business woman could
afford babies better than anybody else.
She has to give up the housework, any
way, even when she's a housekeeper.
I suppose she could give up her shop
for a while. At least she could share
the expense or her husband could
stand the bills since he escapes the
pain. I tell you, if I ever had a daugh
He leaped at the Implication: "Be- ter I'd make her learn her own trade
If she never learned anything else. I'd
cause you love me?"
never raise her to the hideous, Inde"Because I used to."
"Don't you any more?" he groaned. cent belief that the world owes her a
"How can I tell? It's been months living and she's got a right to squeeze
and months since I saw the Clay it out of the heart's blood of some
man. No, slrree! It may
Wlmburn that came out to Cleveland
but it isn't decent
ond lured me on to New York. The be
only Clay Wlmburn I've seen for and it isn't even romantic. The love
some time has been a horribly pros- of two free souls, with their own caperous, domineering snob who Is too reers and their own expenses, seems
proud to be seen with a working to me about the best kind of love there
woman. He wants to marry a lady. could be. Then both of them can come
I never was one and don't want to home evenings and their home will be
be one. I'm a business woman and a home a fresh, sweet meeting place."
Clay breathed hard. He was silenced,
I love It"
"And you wouldn't give up your but not convinced beyond being conshop for me?"
vinced that Daphne Kip was still the
one woman In the world for him, In
"Certainly not"
He looked at her with baffled emo- spite of her cantankerous notlona.
tions. She was so delectable and so Still, of course, a woman had to hare
d
and so some flaw or she would not be human.
obstinate, so
wrong-headeIt was Intolerable that Daphne's foible was as harmless as
she should keep a shop. He epoke anyone's, perhaps. So he blurted out :
"I suppose you've given up all
after a long delay:
"May I come and see yon once In thought of marrying me?"
She answered him with pious eara while?"
nestness: "I've never given up that
"If you want to."
thought, Clay. I've been trying to
"Where yon living now?"
"Still at the Chivvlses'."
make myself worthy of the happiness
"You ought to take better care of It would mean. I have had the trousyourself than that Surely you can seau all made, and paid for, a long
while. That's what I came to town for
afford a better home."
'1 suppose bo, but it would be originally our trousseau. But when
lonely anywhere else. It has been I saw how much sacrifice it meant tor
safe there since you quit calling on my poor old father and what a bundle
me. It doesn't cost me much."
of bills I'd be dumping on my poor
"But you're making so much young lover I couldn't see the good
money."
of It So I took my vow that I wouldn't
"Not so very much yet but It's get a trousseau till I could earn the
all my own and I made every cent of price of It myself. And now I've
it, and golly i how I love to watch earned the price and I've got It. But
Tve lost my excuse for wearing It.
it grow."
"You miser."
"Still, I'd probably have lost yon,
"Maybe.
I guesa that's the only anyway, or ruined you if I bad brought
way to save money to make a pas- yon my old Ideas. Everybody always
sion out of It and get a kind of vo- says that money is the enemy of love.
luptuous feeling from It But I really I wonder If it couldn't be made the
think that It's the fun of making it friend. It would be an interesting exthat Interests me most It certainly periment, anyway."
keeps me out of mischief and out of
"Daphne, honey, let's try the experloneliness. Oh, there's no freedom

ders again, but she did not smile.
She spoke Instead: "I don't ask you
to give .up your stenographer."
"Oh, it's like that eh? Well, then,
why won't you let me lend you money
Instead of Tom Duane?"
Her answer astounded him with Its
feminine logic: "I can borrow of Mr.
Duane because I don't love him and
never did and he knows It I can't
borrow of you because "

hard-workin- g

Should Read Mrs. Monyhan'
Letter Published by
'
Her Permission.
B

IffltdialC In
Lálm & Plnkham's
vegetable Compound helped me so much
during the time I

waslookingforwardi
to the coming of my
little one that I am
recommending it to

other expectant

mothers. Before
taking it, some day e
I suffered with neu.
ralgia so badly that
I thought I could
not live, but after
taking three bottles
of LydiaE. Pink-has Vegetable
Compound I was entirely relieved of
neuralgia, 1 bad
gained in strength
and was able to go
around and do all
my housework. My baby when seven
months old weighed 19 pounds and I feel
better than I have for a long time. I
m

never had any medicine do me so
much good." Mrs. Pearl Monyhan,
Mitchell, Ind.
Good health during1 maternity is a
most important factor to both mother
and child, and many letters have been
received by the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., telling of
health restoredduringthis trying period
by the use of Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound.
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loafing."
Clay" was not at all persuaded,
"But there's no comfort or home life
in marrying a business woman."

"How do

you

know?

You

know

plenty of unsuccessful wives who are
not business women."
"I want a housekeeper, not a shop
keeper."
"Go get one, then, I say. If a wom
an can't earn enough outside to hire a
housekeeper let her do her own house
work. But If she can earn enough to

almost-panace-

iment"
She looked at him with a heavenly
smile in her eyes, and answered,
"Let's."
He moved toward her, but she
dodged behind the counter.
She
studied him a moment, then cached
below the counter. A. bell rang and a
drawer slid out. She took some bills
from it, made a memorandum on a
slip of paper, and put that In the place
of the bills, closed the drawer, and
leaned across the counter, murmuring:
"They say all successful businesses
are begun on borrowed money. So Til
borrow this from the firm for luck."
She put out her hand. Clay put out
his. She laid three dollars on his palm
and closed his fingers on them.
"What's all this?" he asked, all mystified. She explained:
"A plain gold band costs about six
dollars, and that's for my half of the
partnership. Women are wearing their
wedding rings, very light nowadays."
"I should say so I" Clay groaned, but
with a smile.
She bent forward and he bent for
ward and their Hps met She was only
a saleswoman selling a customer part
of a heart for part of a heart, but to
Clay the very counter was the golden
bar of heaven, and Daphne the Blessed Damozel that leaned on It and
made It warm.
i
THE END.
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right-hearte-

like having a job and a little reserve
la the bank. It's the only life, Clay."
"And you wouldn't give up your
freedom,' as yon call It, even for a
man you loved? Couldn't you love a
man enough to do that?"
"I could love a man too much to
da that For Where's the love In a
woman's sitting around the house all
day and waiting for a man to come
home and listen to the gossip of her
empty brain? That Isn't loving, that's
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June Advice.
Bishop Bristol, In an address In
Chattanooga, was giving advice to prospective bridegrooms.
"Whatever you do," snld the bishop,
"don't spoil everything on your wed- Jlng day by telling your wife what
fine pies your mother used to make.
Swallow the bride's creation, even If
you hove to break the crust, with a
sledge hammer, assure her It's a cull-nachef d'oeuvre, and then take a
pill on the sly."
ry

Lift

ojfCorns!

Doesn't hurt a bit and Freezona
costs only a few cents.

k

I

With your fingers! Tou can lift off
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the hard Bkln calluses from bottom of feet.
A tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon the corn or callus.
it stops hurting, then shortly
you lift that bothersome corn or callus
right off, root and all, without one bit
of pain or soreness. Truly I No hum-bu-

No References.
Jones "Have you references from
your former employer?" Typist
"Welt, no; I'm unfortunately married

The Hottest City.
to him."
The city of Hyderabad, on the great
Slnd desert of India, has the reputaA girt never thmks of a young man
tion of being the hottest place In the as a possible husband until she begins
world, having a shade temperature of to give him advice.
127
degrees during the summer
months I Even the natives find it hot
and that Is saying something.
In order to cool their houses as much
as possible, the people make use of
That "bed back" it probably due to
curious ventilators very much like weak kidneys. It ihowi in a dull,
on
shipboard,
those
"setting" them so throbbing backache, or aharp twingea
You have headaches,
when stooping.
as to convey a breeze to the dwellers
too, dizzy spells, a tired, nervous feeling
in the hot rooms below.. Every resiand irregular kidney action. Don't negdential building Tias several of these
lect it there is danger of dropsy, gravel
or Bright'a disease! Use Doan't Kidqueer alrshafts leading down, to the
ney Pul. Thousands have saved themprincipal living rooms, and especially
selves more serious ailments by the
to the bedrooms. Even so, It Is practimely use ot.Doan'l.
tically Impossible, during the terrible
A Colorado Case
heat of summer, to get to sleep until
Jwarytrfui!
P. W. Conrad,
two or three o'clock In the morning,
cigar
hits ""Ej
in r prop, of
and then one only gets a couple of
store. 1318 Pearl
Boulder,
Street,
"It Seems to Me It Couldn't Help Be- hours' rest, as the rays of the Indian
Colorado, says.
ing a Better and a Happier Way of sun aré specially strong early In the
Kidney
"Doan's
proved ot
soon
morning,
temperaand
Pills
raise
the
Living."
great value to me
ture again to an unbearable extent
in relieving
hire a hundred housekeepers why
arising
(mm
disordered
should she stick to the kitchen? In my
Rush for Free Molasses.
Back-rV
kidneys.
home, if I ever get one, the cook will
was the
ache
When a tank car filled with 8,000
a--worst RVmntom 1
not be the star. Besides, It enlarges gallons of molasses was upset near
had. but Doan's Kidney Pills greatly
life so. Instead of two living on the Telford, Pa., and the molasses began
benefited me. At times, since then, I
have used Doan's Kidney Pills when I
wages of one two will Uve on the earn- to run out, people came by scores, on
have had a slight return of the troume
seems
to
It
ings of two.
It
ble. I have always had prompt and
foot In carriages and by automobiles,
satisfactory benefit."
couldn't help being a better and a hap- and salvaged some hundreds of gal
Cat Doan's at Any Stan, OeaBox
pier way of living." v
lons of molasses before the railroad
Clay blushed vigorously as he mum- men plugged the epenlng and left
bled "What's your business woman dozens of disappointed ones waiting
rOSTES4,ULBURN CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.
to do when thethe babla to set at the outflow.
vola
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MOCK FAD IS
ADDED BY ALL

IF THIN MID NERVOUS,
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Flesh and
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And now enters the smock that Is,
It Js entering everybody's wardrobe.
At first, writes a fashion correspondent, this curious fad was followed only
by those of artistic or gardening temperament or those who loved the most
advanced and different sort of thing.
The smock has undergone so many
modifications from its first appear-

When en atop to consider the boat of
thin people who are searching continually
for eome method by which they may
their Seen to normal proportions by
th AIMa out of utly hollowe, the rounding
oí of prolrudla anglea with the attendant bloom of htalth and auraetlveneee. It
la no wonder that many and varied
along thla line appear from time to
time la subtle

print.

While exceeelve thlnneea might be attributed to varloue aad aabtle eaueee In
dlRerent Individúale it la a
fact
that the lack of eutllolent phoephoroua In
the human aystem la very largely responance as the typical peasant garment,
sible for thla condition.
Experimente on
which it really Is, that It Is In point
humana and anímala by many ecleatlsta
have demonatrated
beyond question
of
recognizable.
Its name,
doubt that a body deficient in phoephoroua of fact hardly
beoomee nervoue, elokly and thin. A noted too, has changed, for whereas In the
author and profeaeor In hie book, "Chem-letr- y beginning it was
Just a smock, now It
and Food Nutrition." published In 111,
aaya: "e e e
that the amount of phoe- Is known as the "overblouse," and the
phoroua required for the normal nutrition
of man la eertoualy underestimated In many chemise blouse, and the Cossack coat.
at our atandard teit booke."
The gardening period In our recent
It eeema to be well eetabllehed that thla
deficiency In phoephoroua may now be met lives is believed to be responsible for
by the uee of an organic phoephete known
throughout Bngllah epeeking countrlea aa the acceptance of this type of blouse.
Through the aaalmllatlon The smock Is so comfortable with its
of thla phosphate by the nerve tlesue the
phosphorle content when abaorbed In the loose free lines that It became at
amount normally required by nature soon once Just the sort of thing needed for
producee a welcome chenge In our body and
mind. Nerve tenelon liaappeara, vigor and this sort of work, especially since It
atrength replace weakneee and lack of energy, and the whole body Boon loeea Ite ugly
hollows and abrupt anglee, becoming enveloped In a glow of perfect health and beauty
and the will and strength to he up and
n

'

doing.
CAUTION: While
Is
for the relief of nervoueneee, general debility, etc., thoee taking it who do
not deeire to put on flesh should uee extra
care In avoiding
foods.

r

Caused by
ch

g
If people only realised the
power of an
of the many
kinde of alckneee and misery It causes of
the lives it- - literally wrecks they would
guard agalnat it aa carefully aa they do
agalnet a deadly plague. Tou know in aa
Instant the first symptoms of
Indlgeetlon: distressing,
painful
Ealna of
sour, gassy stomach; belching; food
repeating; heartburn, etc. Whenever your
stomach feele thle way you ahould lose no
time In putting it to rights. If you don't,
aerloue eoneequencee are almoet aura to folautolow, euch aa Intestinal fermentation,
intoxication. Impairment of the entire nervoue ayetem, headache, biliousness, cirrhosis
at the liver; aometimea even catarrh of the
stomach and Intestinal ulcere and cancer.
If you are not feeling right, eee if it Isn't
that Is the cause of your 111
health. Take EATONIC, the wonderful modKATONIC Tableta
ern stomach remedy.
quickly and aurely relieve the pain, bloat,
belching, and heartburn that Indicate
Make the atomach atrong, clean
By keeping the atomach In
and aweet.
healthy condition so that you can get full
strength from your food, your general health
ateadlly Improvee. Resulte are marveloualy
quick. Just try EATONIC and you will be
aa enthuelaetlc aa the thouaanda who have
used it and who aay they never dreamed
anything could bring such marveloue relief.
So get a big
box of EATONIO
from your drugglet today. If not satisfactory return it and he will refund your money.
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Russian blouse of blue
draped over a dainty frock of dark

Charming

f or youh

Hens' Suits $1.00

looked just as well with trousers as
with skirts a thing which could not
be said of all waists or blouses. Of
course trousers were a part of the
gardening days, and while they have
retired at least from general service
as far as woman's need for them
goes, the smock remains, glorified beyond Its most bumble followers' recognition.
Of great beauty are those
of midnight blue voile closely
pailleted all over with round silver
disks and held In place with a thick
cord of silver threads. This Is to be
worn with a skirt of silk or sport
satin or gabardine and makes a
pleasing costume. The printed chiffons have been extensively used for
the type of blouse. One seldom sees
them without a belt of some sort,
generally a heavy silken cord which
encircles the waist and loops in front
with heavy tassels or fringe.
If the smock Is worn under the coot
It Is often left free and unbelted, but
rarely is It seen now worn In this way
without one's coat or sweater. The
smock of the unbelted variety has a
decidedly dressing saeque look, but so
many women understand so cleverly
the adaptation of every mode that we
are spared an avalanche of ladles apparently abroad In their breakfast
coats or boudoir jackets.
A Lovely Smock Blouse.
One of the most beautiful of all the
smock type of blouses seen lately is
of finest Indestructible white voile,
braided all over In fine white silk
braid In circle design. The bottom of
the blouse has a hem of white silk
faced back onto the blouse. A vest Is
cut nt the front and piped with white
silk. Two silken buttons caught together with loops of the narrow braid
fasten it at the throat. It slips over
the head in kimono fashion and a
heavy silken cord of white slips
around the waist and loops In front.
This charming thing is to be worn
with white skirts of satin or silk or
crepe.
e
A curious concession to the
notion is found in many elaborate waists of chiffon or georgette
with the front piece left long enough
to go over the skirt and the back, stopping Just at the waist line. The belt
of the skirt slipped over the front
panel gives the effect when worn under a coat or a vest. The blouse, of
course, buttons down the back. The
vestee lives on and on and appears
Just as often on simple waists of wash
fabric as it does on the more elabor-

Cleaned and pressed like new.
Packing extra.
Successful Dyeing
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
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A story told by Bishop Greer Illustrates the plain nature of the man. On
an occasion when he was to confirm a
class a carriage was sent for htm In
charge of an English coachman who
had been Imported by a wealthy American. Bishop Greer walked unaccom
panied and In
dress from
his front door to the carriage and en
tered It but the driver did not move
his horses. After waiting for a moment the bishop asked the man why
he did not drive on.
"I'm waiting for the lord bishop
of New York, sir," the proper person

replied.
"Well," said the bishop, "I'm
Drive on." Christian Register.

The Long Cossack Blouse.
A variation of the smock Is the
Cossack blouse. This is just as apt
to reach to the knees as not. It. often
buttons right up to the chin, or again
it is apt to separate down the front
entirely to show a vest underneath
of richness and beauty. The Cossack
blouse, as the name tells, is borrowed
from Russia. It has the same drooping fullness at the waist that one sees

the Russian peasant garment, arranged over a wide belt of the same
material as the whole garment or of
different color and fabric.
The skirt of this blouse Is always
very long, and Just aft apt to reach to
the hem of the skirt as not. It Is
most often developed In some handsome fabrics such as georgette thickly
braided or beaded, or In silken Indestructible voile or even In heavier
silk or velvet, and naturally Is Intended for elaborate occasions. There
Is nothing which offers a simpler way
of remodelling an old garment than
the use of a Cossack blouse.
One can really make a sort of
elongated shirt and belt It in at the
waist and conform thus strictly to the
type. Or the front can be opened, a
vest added and the sides of the skirt
be left open to show the petticoat of
the dress beneath. There are endless
ways In which one can vary the design, therefore It has everything to

It

A Lady of Distinction.
Is recognized by the delicate fasclnat-InInfluence of the perfume she uses.
A bath with Cuticura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
followed by a dusting with Cutlcnra
Talcum Powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin. Adv.

g

His Complaint
"Say, looky yur I" began a citizen of
the Sandy Mush region, entering the
Palace drug store In Tumllnvllle, "xou
fellers sold me this yur rat p'iton last
week, and three or four of my children
got hold of the box and ett up right
smart of the stuff, it didn't 'pear to
damage 'em none, and I'll be dogged
If I don't believe I've been swindled."

recommend It.
Now because there is much talk of
these newer models we must not for
a moment think that the regulation
blouse or shirtwaist Is out of favor.
Indeed, It Is not, and It Is repeated in
Just as many materials as there are
factories to make them. The kimono
type with Its slip-oease is still much
favored for the dressier blouses of
georgette or chiffon. Many have a
rather tight foundation over which is
hung a panel of contrasting color back
and front. This panel, while short.
Is left to hang free over the skirt and
is smart In appearance. The sleeves
of this blouse are of the same color
and material as the body. One often
finds this type of waist enveloped ID
a combination of orgnndle and linen
or pique' or heavy lawn. The effect is
pleasing and unusual, too.
n

rssasseaj

blue chiffon.

1317

Its surface. Tiny frills of the plain
organdie trim collar and sleeves and
edge the turned back hem, while narrow string belts of the organdie hold
the extra 'fullness In place at the
waist. These offer the greatest degree
of freshness and crlspness which any
summer wash fabric ought to have.

In

Dad SioliiiQss
Acid-Stan-

Now and then In a very fine smock of
organdie one finds this sort of trimming done with fine lace.
Of all of the delightful summer
things we have seen none Is more
charming than the smock of organdie
of a new sort which has dots of a
different color scattered thickly over
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PICNIC FOR

DOG

Rover Had Quite a Good Time While
on His Way to His Last
Resting Place.
A Mr picnic was planned and
I was
slated to transport the refreshments
and a crowd of relatives to the picnic
grounds, writes a correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune. I placed the boxes
and baskets containing
the sandwiches, cake, fried chicken, etc., In a
trailer, hitched the trailer to my car.
already filled to overflowing, and started gayly on my way.
A huge dog belonging to my aunt accompanied us, and I had the misfortune to run the heavily loaded machine over him, killing him Instantly,
as we all thought. My aunt was deeply affected and insisted that I take
Hover's body along und bury It beside the river. I loaded the dog's carcass Into the trailer and started on
again, but not so gayly.
When we reached the picnic grounds
rr.d I reconnoitered in my truller I beheld Rover sitting up licking his chops,
as large as life, of larger, I should
say, for he hud devoured all our
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Yes, From Boston.
In one of the southern training
camps a profane and perspiring Infantry sergeant was doing his best to
pound Into the heads of a squad of exceedingly raw "rookies" the rudiments
of military science.
When the sergeunt gave en order
each Hilling recruit of the squad made
a commendable effort to execute It,
but every little rookie hod a movement
all his own, with highly unsatisfactory
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Practical Man.
'Helen's lips ore drifting dust,' "
quoted the literary person.
"Now,
that's my idea of a poetical line."
"It Is rot her' pretty, I guess," said
Mr. Gawker, who hasn't a thought outside of business. "I'm glad you mentioned It."
"Then you are a lover of poetry?"
"No, but that quotation reminds me
thot I have an engagement In about
half on hour with a chap who wants
to sell nie the state rights to a new
type of street sprinkler. I believe
there's money in It." Birmingham

Sealed Tight Kept Rlfiht
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Putting It Up to Grandpa.
Howard had not hod his breakfasl
one morning when his grandfather
drove up in his cor. Howard wanted
very much to go along, but his motliei
said: "But you haven't had your break-fus- t
yet, and grandpa doesn't want tc
wait."
Howard studied a moment and then
replied: "Well If I was a grandpa
and had a little boy, I'd sny, 'Go on
and eat your breakfast and I'll wait
for you.' "
Fitting Its Sort

"How about the new part Starllte
has on hand?"
"It tits him like a glove."
Good

taste

the flower of

Is

sense.

a

I

ri

VyJfy

"VOU know how
much toasting improves bread. Makes
it taste good. Of course
more flavor.

Wc.itii Nrwpaper UnlonJ
!

Gayly embroidered

smock adds charm

to the wearer who sports a dainty
hat to match.

í

Every department of housekeeping
needs Red Cross Bag Blue. Equally
good for kitchen towels, table linen,
sheets and pillowcases, etc.

U.V. TV

""ft

p

"As you were !" bawled the sergeant
At this point the proceedings were
Interrupted by a recruit from Boston,
who, before enlisting, had been a Harvard student.
"Bog pawdon, sawgeant," said he,
"but wouldn't It be moan propah to
spy: 'Tou will restoah the status quo
ante?' "Cartoons Magazine.
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In the Mazy Whirl.
Eleanor, five, had seen her first
dunce.
She was frankly delighted
watching the dancers, but had little
to suy when she got houie that evening.
The next morning mamma told her
to tell daddy about the dunce, as If
Oh, Happy Day!
daddy had never seen a dunce. She
Teacher If you take four fingers explained it thus to dnddy :
from ten, how many remain?
"Well, you see, dnddy, they sort of
Alice does not reply.
cuddle up with their hands out this
Teacher How many fingers have way on one side and hug with the
you altogether?
other hands and then they scrape their
Waist of Tailored Type.
Alice Ten.
feet on the floor and sort of run up
As to the more tailored type of waist
Teacher And suppose four were cne side of the floor, scraping their
for traveling or business there are missing what have you then?
feet, and down the other side."
Alice (beaming) No music lessons!
several models which bid for favor.
One of these Is the strictly tailored
The Difficulty.
Remorse is memory that has
design following the exact lines of a
"I would like to take you apart, sir."
"Tou can't. I'm no human puzzle."
man's shirt and is much affected for
sport wear. A long time ago shirts of
this sort were made of a brilliant
striped percale and these are again In,
favor bright red and white stripes
vying with those of the most vivid
blue or green or yellow or black for
first place.
These, of course, are strictly tailored
and have the appearance of belonging

to one's brother, as they demand the
same ties and link cuff buttons.
Another tailored model Is less severe than these, as It has a turned
down collar usually added of some
heavier material than the sheer lawn
or dimity or linen of which the blouse
Is made.
In one model the collar of
linen crash becomes a pointed revers
Judge.
extending the entire front and fastening Just below the yoke with one large
pearl button. Fine lawn is used for
All Sound.
the body of the blouse. The cuffjs
"Is your husband a sound sleeperr ate type.
"Is he? Tou Just ought to hear him
One finds waists of georgette with which finish the long, tight sleeves,
more."
vests made by using frill after frill are folded back to fasten with buttons
of narrow Valenciennes lace. Always or narrow bows of black and white
the Testee is simulated by leaving the ribbon.
Hl!Z? leste-K- eep
your Eyes front panel longer than the back so
J
Healthy.'
. Stror. . and
If
Hip Stiffening In Skirts.
i
..f
J
Cm.. r.-- u - that it hangs over the skirt Just as
constiffening is being used to a
Hip
some,
of
hem
a
finds
one
often
L
S
"C Burn, if Sore, Irritated, trasting color to the body of the large extent in Paris dresses, giving
sjIO-Inflamed or Granulated.
W
crinoline
Cafa fY f fear. A A,4ll1
sa. 1 f A
eaew
autM& vi étMWH blouse added, the contrasting color skirts very much the old
VOGfiliMlUnVleUli
At all Drontg. V.'rite for Free Eye Book. I appearing on collar and sleeves also. effect
fia isiistrf trtllT fHrsn II 1 I I
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FUNERAL

Same with tobacco
especially Kentucky
Burley.
Buy yourself a package of Lucky Strike

cigarettes. Notice the
toasted flavor. Great!
Nothing like it. The
real Burley cigarette.
Oñ

Guaranteed by

fe?''-..-.

.
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good

Cattle

argument for the range system
i
farming
for
unfit
land
on
save
1911
17 head of extra good milch cows
Registered Aüocbt27,
or where farming has not yet Fifteen giving milk now, Four
IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
become necessary. And to at fresh soon, Eight heifers 1 to 2
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
tsmpt to prove anything about years old.
wheat growing in N. M. by pre
liinliiiliii 11 50 Per Tur
s
matter at the cedent, is sheer folly for there is
Entered aa
Three good Percherons. Two
no precedent-Whea- t
Mexico.
poetoffice in Roy, New
Growing in New Mexico good work mares.
"The Progressives did not is now and in the future, The
elect their candidate, Theodore abortive experiments of the past
i
Five pigs, Two Sows and pigs,
i
i
ii
Roosevelt, in 1912 but they did spell aosoiuteiy nounng.
1 Poland China Boar.
elect the most progressive human
bsingthat our generation has
Republican

The Spanish -- American

5 head

second-clas-

The Roy Trust & Savings

Bank

Horses

Hogs

.

Joe Gil strap and
R. A. Pendleton

New Cafe

Public Sale

Tue. Aug. 12, 19

International Conspiracy,
by George Barr McCutch-eoDon't fail to read it

Profits $39.000.

Our New Serial!
Daily Thought.
The scholar who cherishes the love
of comfort is not fit to he deemed a
icholar. Confucius.

Total Resources over

$200,000.00

Church Directory

Absolute safety for your money

We want your Business

UNION SVNDAY SCHOOL

at 10, A. M
at the Christian Church.

Meets each Sunday

Presidknt,

HOLMES,

Jeannette lush, Sec'y.

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
NEW MEXICO

ROY

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and
Will find

Land-Seeke-

rs

this the right place.

acres of zood wheat land
to lease. Wheat on it this year
will make twentyfive to thirty
bushels per acre,
Also one Dodge car for sale, in
T. R. Pint
good repair.
2
south of Roy.
and
2 miles east
lfiO

BaumBros
Tin shop,

Stove Store

Closing Out
at a Bargain

ROY

P. & 0. Farm
Implements,
Farm Wagons &

bedsstock tanks
'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators
Header
d
Good
2d-han-

Roy,New Mexcio.

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

Physician in Charge.

Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all Visitors.

CHRISTIAN

...

Services 2d Sunday of eacb
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn-inservice.
.

g

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. V earn,

Pastor.

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11a m and 7:30 p m.

Christian

at Roy

3rd Sunday
Church

11am and 7:30 pm
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11

J.

a m and 7:30 p m

M. WILSON,

Pastor

.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

CATHOLIC

Chano

Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

To get your threshing done quickly.

lttrillii

WAISTS

""""T..

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

Rev. Fr.

August models of Wirthmor
Waists are in!
big
-- Always something NEW: thats the Wirthmor Idca-t- he
plan
merchandising
that
idea back of this great
blouses
popular,
brings to us these
can
the
makers
-- So vast is the volume of Wirthmor sales that
study
closely
to
and do employ a staff oy eminent style artists
style development and to weave into the models that are constantly being created the fashion notes that herald the incomfar-fame- d,

v

Supt.

Y. P. S. C. E.
HOMER

27 Head of

I

Abernathy,

G. R.

New Mex.

ROY,

.

Your presence is necessary .

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

'

S--

A remarkable story of an

Capital, Surplus and Undivided

Farm Machinery

The Mitchell S. D.
ías been sending us literature 1 wagon, 1 good 14. hole grain
regarding the new rates on news driil. in good condition. 14 disc
paper postage and urging our Osborne harrow, two row plant
assistance to keen the reform er, 72 tooth harrow, some black'
from being repealed by Congress. smith tools, 14 in Emerson lister,
Now comes the Peekskill N. Y Ford car in good condition, set of
News with a sauve, N'Yawk, harness. Four dozen chickens,
argument that principles "Fifty Good sorghum mill, big stock
years old have been overturned" saddli. No. 14 Economy King
honors
love
who
men
There are
and we should hasten back to the seperator, new,
are
men
who'
honor,
more than
Eastern Other articles to numerous to
system that allowed
and
S3 filled with jealousy
papers to be delivered all over mention. No property to be re
animosity of partisanship that the U. S. almost free regardless moved until settled for.
they have so forgot their patriot- of the cost to the Government.
TERMS; A credit, of fifteen
ism that they would rather push It says it is impossible and in the months will be given as follows;
our country down to utter de same, breath that it has been all sums of ten dollars and under
struction than permit her to be done.
cash in hand, sums oyer ten
saved by one not of their politicil
without Interest for
dollars
We cheerfully pay our increase
days
and purchaser pay
faith."
ninety
of
advantage
in postage for the
ninety days after
in
note
having a square deal with the ine
Commenting on a recent state advertising sheets of the East sale will be given 8 per cent dis
that an acre of who have made fortunes out of count. All outstanding notes will
ment of the
wheat this year produced as cheap publications carrying all draw 10 per cent interest until
much real money as an acre of the millions of dollars worth of paid.
prarie grass' under range condi advertising which rightfully be
tions at five cents an acre would longs to the rural press, for . the
produce in one thousand years, reason that the U. S. was de
the New Mexico Ruralist takes livering their trash all over the
Owner.
issue mildly in defence of the country at a loss of millions of
grows
grass
grass, saying the
F. O. White Auctioneer
dollars.
every year ind wheat does not.
"ProThe argument about
Lunch, Bring your own
Wre have
never advocated vincialism", is all bunk.
The drinking cups.
planting the entire state to wheat illustration Í3 apt, that it is
nor even all the land suitable for as practical to play a symphony
wheat growing but we know on the bass octave of a piano as
that ranging any country suit it is for the New England states
Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
able to agriculture is merely to play national policies from the
salvaghu a waste partially unti Atlantic coast, cities. It simply
Clean Rooms for rent
it can be put to better use.
cant be done that way and the
We solict your patronage
Wheat farming alone is not
present postal system, while it
for Sale
profitable business if continued may not
be adsolutely perfect, is Farm
240
a mile and a quarter
acres,
any
location
without
too long in
a long stride toward the policy
Roy,
14
acres beans planted
from
But a farm of "Equal rights to all, Special
allied interests.
all goes for $11.50
leased
Pasture
with wheat and corn fields, a privileges to none",
of Faustin De
Enquire
per
acre.
dairy herd and an intelligent
farm
Schneider
Jno.
Laney
at
farmer and his family working
M,
Roy. N,
it, is a winning combination.
Has aslo a nice cabin, 56 acres
A thousand farms supporting
broke, n
a thousand families with a hunWe will offeO at public auchead
of
cattle
thousand
dred
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
tion on R. A. Pendleton's farm
will occupy less territory under
Class.
$5.00 per month, two
2 and miles Northwest of Roy
farming conditions than will be
per week.
lessons
near railroad track, on
required under range conditions
Lessons by Appointment at
to support half as many cattle
my residence near Judge
owned by one man, who rnus Sale to commence at 10 o'clock Foster's home.
them without shelter and loses A. M. sharp, the following propheavily every winter from ex- erty to wit
Rye Seed for Sale,
E. M. Dukemir.ier. 3 miles north
posure.
No, Gentlemen, there is no
of Mofax Church, Mills, N. M.
Wocdrow Wilson. And
I invite you to consider the tegis
lation that through the force and
genius of Woodrow Wilson, the
Congress wrote upon the national
statue books between 1912 and
1918 all demanded by the Progressive platform.

known

GREEN
FANCY

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A, M.
ACACIA, LODGE

no.

53

Meets 2d anj' 4th Saturdays of month

praise-deservin- g

F. S. Erown,
Irvin Oüden, Secy.

W. M.

All Masons welcome.

ing mode.
unique and efficient plan these new styles
come to us but a very brief time after their origination and are
placed on sale here at the very same time they first make their
appearance in Nation's Style Centers.

- Under this very

;

n
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w

mi

ii

mini
'

Case

20-2- 8

TO BE THE BEST
AT THE PRICE.

Inexpensive, Durable, Economical.
Quick Delivery,
C. B. Stubblefield Company

AND LEST YOU FORGET, THE PRICE IS $1.50,
THE SAME LOW UNIFORM PRICE AT WHICH
THESE EXCEPTIONAL BLOUSES ARE SOLD
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. THEY ARE BY
FAR, AND ARE EVERYWHERE RECOGNIZED

Ask Us

Springer, Roy, Maxwell.

I. O.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Floersheim Merc
.pany

wel-

come.

E. J,

BLOUSES OBTAINABLE

Wirthmor Waists can be sold in just one good store
in every city: In this city they are sold here only.

0.F.

Floersheim, N.

G.

Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Myra
Mrs.,.
0.' Dsrees. N.'C
Mrs. Grace V, Ogderi, . Sec,y.
-

Visiting Shters welcome

TU

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
)
County of llora
No. 26 18
Clarence'H. LefTler Plaintiff

f'-

Contest No.

Defendant.
"The saiefdefendant Deli
Leff!erjs
hereby notified thut a Suit for divorce
has been commenced against said defendant in the District Court for the
County of Mora.
Clarence H, Lefflernpon the ground
of desertion, that unless you enter or
cause! to be entered your appearance in
said suit on or before the 10th day of
Sept, A. D. 1919 decree PRO
therein will bé rendered
against you.
Fabian Chavez
CON-FESS-

By Luis Pacheco

Deputy,

J,

Lusk,
Hoy, New Mexico.
P..

Attorney for PluintiT,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

S. Land
New Mexico,

Department of the Interior, U.

at

Office

Clayton,

Jul

18

CE39.

Jul.

1919

Notice is hereby given that
4fJ
Oliver Kershner of Hosebud N M who
on Mar. 6lh 1910 made II E No 021793
fer NJ Sec. 10 T 17N R 31 H N M
N. M. P. M., ha3 filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F- - II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
'

Sept 8 1919
Claimant names as
John B. Davis
Charlie II. Pry or
U of Rosebud N M
KflL ' PAZ

9, 1919.

To Patricio Zapato, of Mosquero, N.
M. Contested :
You are hereby notified that William
A. Long who gives Mosquero,
as his Postoffice address, did,
on June 7th. 1919. Me in this office his
duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your
noroestead entry, Serial number 026159
made Aug, 21, 1918,'
Sec. 23 T. 1SN H. 29 E
for
N. M. P. M. and a3 grounds for his
contest he alleges that you have been
absent from the land and the community in which it is situated from the
time Of making said filing down to and
including the present time ard that
your whereabouts are unknown to
contestant or to any one he has inquired of in the community.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your fur
ther right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered n.ail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
New-Mexic-

witnesses:
written acknowledgment of his reJohn O. Green ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
Jim I. Malon its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
VALVERDE,
Register. delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
Office at Clayton, Now Mexico,
You should state in your answer the
Jul IS 1919 '
name of the postoffice to which you
Notice is hereby given that
Isidoro Bueno father and heir for the desire future notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
heirs of Getrudis Bueno, deceased of
(
H
1916
made
M
who on Jul
David N
Date of first publication, Jul, 10, )I9
NJ
E No 022404 for Si NWJ,
- second
- - - 26 - Sec 12 T I7N R 29E N M
SEi.
- third
- Aug. 2 - P. M., has filed notice of intention to
- fourth
- - 9 - make three year proof, to establish
-- 0beclaim" to the land above described,
fore W. JI Willcox U S Commissioner
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
at Roy on Sept 10 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Higinio Sandoval
Apolonio Argcello
TT. S. Land
Dqiartmcnt of the Inta-iorTiofilo Garcia of David N M
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Demetrio Cordova of Gallegos N M
Jul 12 191D
PAZ VALVERDE,
0

f?

NJ-SW- J,

J

,

.

Eigister.
NcTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico
x
Jul 18 1919
Notice is hereby given tl.at
Isidoro G. Gonzaie3 widow of Jose
Gonzales of fJueyeros N M who on
Aug 9 1916 made H K No 022629 for
NE-SSec 29,
Sec 30 T 21N R H0 E NMP M has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W II Willox U. S. Commissioner
at his office nt Roy, New Mexico, on
NWJ-NW-

sept

Notice Is hereby given that
George F. Keirsey of Gallegos N
who on Oct 18, 1015 made H. E. No.
021044 for SJ Sec 33 T T7N R 31 E
V. M. P. Meridian, has filed
ofiice at Roy, New Mexico, on the
18th day of Aug. I9I9
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
!and above, described, before
F, II.
Futer, II. S. Commissioner, at his
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Mahrs
C .L. Keirsey
Robert Rogers
Arthur Hamby
all of Gallegos N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
8--

9, 1919

ABSTRACT
MORA
COMPANY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

"

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
July 15, 1919
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that
Ofiice atSantaFe New Mexico.
George E Weisdorfer, of Roy, N M,
Mora, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
H-no.
who, on Feb. 9, 1916, made
on
A. Turner, of Mills, N.M. who,
J
021637 for
Twp. 19N,
Sec. 6,
Complete Index to AH Lands
August 17, 1915 & March 30, I9I6 made Rng. 27E
NMPM.
and
Town Property in Mora
Homestead entries Clayton Serial no. has filed notice of intention to make
County.
aFe
Serial no. 024468, em- Final Three Year Proof, tt establish
bracing the
i, -Sec. 18, Twp 21 claim to the land above
N, Rng. 25E. and the NJ JiEJ Sec. 13, described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION
Twp. 21N.
Rng. 24E.
New Mexico, on the 9th day of Stpt
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
1919.
intention to make Final three-yea- r
Office at Clayton, Now Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Proof, to establish claim to the land
July 15, 1919
M L Rhyne
Leo Wagner
above described, before W. H. Willcox,
Notice is hereby given that
M.
O A Butler
N
all of Roy
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
So'ano, N,M Edward C Gale, of 'David, N M, who,
E A Reed,
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
on April 17, 1916, made- - H-PAZ VALVERDE,
9th day of Sept. I9I9.
Sec.
and
Register. for Lot 5;
Claimant names as witnesses:
6,
Twp. 17N Rnjf. 31 E,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
GroverCTill Edward F Cheney
FRANCISCO DELGADO:
NOTICE FOU PTOT.TC.íTTrrTr
jf intention to taake Final Three Year
Aithur D Ililiford Jose C Maestas.
Register.
Department of the Interior U. . Land Proof, to establish claim to the land
all cf Mills, N.M.
Office ut Clayton. New Mexico,
above described, be fore P. If:- Foster.
VALVERDE,
PAZ
July 1:., i:;:
C. S. Commissioner at his
s
'
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Notice is hereby given thai
on he
ifrlce at i.oj N.
Register. Samuel Bland,
of Key, N M, v,io, 01 !Hb day of Sept. 1919.
AuguU 2, 1916, mad.
ro C2Í21S
Claimant names as' witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.1 2 3
for Lots 1&2, Sec. 2;'
J H Anp-eG V.' Angt!
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Sec. 1, T. 2'JN, Rng 27 E, NMPM has
Frank Weir
JeffMcKic
filed notice of intention to mai.e-Fir.aall of David, N M.
July 30th, lg'9
Three year proof to estr.biifh claim
PA 7. VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that
Hiram D. Upton, of Solano, NM. who, to the land above dencribed, before
FAZ VALVERDE, Renter.
F. H. Foster, U S 'oi.B.iior.er
July 6, I9I5, made H-0196fl3 for the
Roy,
N. M., Sept. 9, 1919.
SEJ-SJ
Sec. 13;
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
J
Sec,21; Twp. 18V. Rng. 26E,
i.'opartir.ent of the Interior, U. S. Land
Wi ttei hus
C C Nugen
and Lots 2A3 Sec. I,), Twp. Í8.V, R27E
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
NMPM. has filed
F M Wccd-.v- id
W II Mitchell
lu y 15 l'i.9
all of Rey, N M
notice of intention to make Final Three
y given that
....
Notice i i
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
PAZ VALVERDE. Register.
Chill p H. Prvor, of I).vid N. M.
land above described, before
No.
;4 H:C
ráele H-,vio en '
Ja?k P. Mills. U S. Commissioner, at
1?, IV p. 17N itnt".
0:o;:5 ím SJ
Solano, N.M on SeptlSth, Iglo.
NOTICE FOP. PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses;
'i. M. F. !!., hr.s filed notice of
Isic'io Wet, Phil Miller
of Solano, Department of
ciaba Final Thrcs Vcar
the Interior, V. S. Lam'. ;:,tcn!ic:i
cía m to the land
FMal'u.'h
to
Lee West
Leopoldo Andrada,
Mer.i-oOffice at Clarion. New
('.II. Fcst r
Uíort
Leve
cwlcd.
July I.'., l'19
All of Roy New Mexico
96
i
j
at h3 office at
Notice U hereby given that
V
Rey, M. !!., or. A; gnst, 27, 9'9
PAZ VALVERDE,' Register.
Manson E Thomas, of Roy, K V-- v,!v
l
r.r.sr.cs as witnesses:"
02 .'ITS
on May 11, 1916 made H E.
John Davis of Gallegos
Giccn
John
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
r,,
Sec. 34;
for
Jcfs M alone, - Rcsebnd
Twp. 19N Rng, 2.E.
David, N M.
Chai-leVest,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land V. M. P. Meridian, I
filed nuiice
'PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
intention to make final three (;;;
July. 30, 1919
Notice is to estalilMi claim to tin? Ir.n.l ili.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
W ould you risk your life hereby given that Sautiago Maestas deserilied, before F. I!. rosier. V. V
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
Üe.v.
ofiice
('oininlstioiuT,
at
at bis
Nr.
Roy, N, Mex, who on July 18th,
of
to save this Beautiful Girl?
,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
1936, made HE. No. 022345, for Lots Mexico, Sept. 5, 1919. .
1.119.3
That is what Thomas Barnes, wealthy
.U;
Claimant names as witnesses:
13:
3.t4:
1
New Yorker, did after a casual acNotice is hereby given that
MoKlo Andrarla
quaintance. His inteiest in her lead
P J Lr.nmVadi
Twp, 19N. Rng 26E.
E& SEJ Sec 13
M who'
N
of Foy
'
btl
him through as remarkable a series of
A Waldo Moiris
A J Smith
ar.d
Section 24,
n ude H E No. 21252
adventures as any man ever experi.v. on
8 23
all of Joy, N M
Range 25E N.M.P,
Township I9N.
enced. If you enjoy stories of adveni;,.,.J-N'- '.
i 1E:-S'or
i
I A7 vai.v::;:i:::.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
ture, mystery and intrigue, be sure to
fee, '1V. 20 N
Si
read our new serial
to make three year final proof to estab
N. M
'
lish claim to the land above described
J r.otk-- o! ir.lcnt'on to
P. Í.I.. h:"
before F. H. Foster, U.S. Com, Roy
Year IVo'f to
....i.e'v;..j
NOTICE FOR PLP.LUUTION
'
N M on the 18th day of Sept.
!.i:i-.I9I9. Department
fh.ovi
to
of the Isírror. i'. S. I.r.r.'
r. Com
U
Fo.m-rClaimant names as witnesses:
Il:-::V.
II.
Office at Clayton, New Mexij.i
Roman Maestas Pedro Gonzales
at r. : o.bc? ;;' i.oy, . A.,
July 15, 1919.
IVdro Montoy
Jesus Medina
Notice is hereby given thai
v,'.Lr.c:-:rc?r;
Claiii.u..
All of Roy, New Mexico
James Gallagher, of Bueyeros, N. M.
Aí'o'fo Mentea
Esquí1, t!
Celedón
PAZ VALVERDE,
who, cn April 16, 1918, and June 15,
Eulogio Esquibel Ii C Roy
Watch Jor the issue tcilh
H-1916
made
0C
liffgister
under Act. of Feb. 19,
Mexico.
1909 Serial ncs 022868 and 022.129 for all of Roy, New
the First Installment!
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
"Safety First."
Wi SWJ Sec. 3!. Twp. 22N. Rng. 30E.
Two recent cases of fainting In the Lots 3&i See. 4,
T 21N. Rng. 30E.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
hnth recall the advice that the into
;
NEJ-SE- J
Sec. 5; SJ NWJ
s
9
Sir William Ilingston, M. IX, of Mona Prodigy.
Sec. 4 Twp. 21 N. Rng. 39E, NMPM.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
s
commenced to piny the treal was wont to give his patients.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
piano almost ns soon as he learned "Fill the bath," he used to say, "pul and in Feb. 24th, 1919, Additional entry
Jul 15 1919
to walk. ITo could tell as a child the out th'! plug and then get In. If you under At:t of Dec. 29, 1916, Serial no.
'
02594:',
sriven that I '
2,
1
for
Lot
Sec.
is
herebv
4,
Lot
Mili
SWJ
In
notes struck by nil the clock chimes it faint
the bath the water will run
Kephart N. M.
of
NWJ-NWSec. 5;
J
out before you drown."
Sec. 9, Twp. 21N, Ceorge W. Hazen
the house.
March 8 1916, made tl. i- - wo.
Rng. 30E.
N.
M.
M.,
P.
noSec 27 and NWJ,
has
filed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
021833 for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tice oí intention to make
b .
Sec 26 T, 22N It.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, II. S. Land Proof to establish claim to the land r d m v,a filpd noticfl of intention
above described, before Charles P Tal- - to make Final Three Year Proof to
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
ae- bott, lT. S. Commissioner, at Clayton, establish claim to the land aoove
1919
IS
Jul
July 16, 1919.
v- '
W
scribed,
before
M M. on S. pt. 8, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that
U. S. Commissioner, at his of
Rafael Crespin.of Subin.so.N.M. whe, John R. Hepburn of Solano N M who
Claimant names as witnesses:
M M on Sept b,
Roy
at
fice
H-on April 22d, 1914, madé
ro.
on Jan. 28 1915 made 11 E No. 0192S7 Randolph II Holt
Joseph S Ballard
Claimant names as witnesses:
;
Sec. 24, for
for
Sec. 24 T 19N R 2(E ar.d
James R Kerlin
Dave C Ballard
B. H. Smith
Carter
Arthur
NEJ-NE- J
Sec. 23,
Tw'p. 17N. R.24E
J
See 19 T 19N R 27E N M
Bueyeros, N M
Albert, N M. William Heath
Chnrley Hargrove
NMPM. has
P M has
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
all of Kephart N M
filed notice of intention to make three filed notice of intention to make Final
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
year proof, to establish claim TTthe Three Year Proof to establish claim
land above described, betiiia
to the land above described, before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
F. II. .Foster, U. S
Commissioner F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Roy, New Mexico,
on Aug 28, 1919 office at Roy, N. M., on
Department of the Interior,
Otliee at Clayton, New Mexico..
Sept 8 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S.. Land Office at Clayton, New
Jul 15 1919
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
Frank Lujan
Julio Martinez
Mexico, June 24, 1919.
Notice Is hereby given that
E. H. Hughes
Juan Lujan
(. A. Million
Jose Ignacio Lujan
Notice is hereby given thatRosenda
Federico Tixier of Bueyeros, .N. M.
T. E. Bowman
J. Ü. Crisweil Vigil, of Bueyeros, N.M.
All o Sabinoso, New Mexico
who, on Mar. who on Sept 16 1918 made H. E. No.
all of Solano N M
3d, 1915, made Homestead Entry no.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
024027 for SWJ Sec 11 and NWJ Sec
PAZ VALVERDE.
019500 lor Wi Sec, 15, Twp. 21N. Rng.
Register.
14 T, 21N R. 3ÜK
Register
31 ,
filed r.otico of intenN. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten- N. M. P. M., has
ThreJ Yiar Proof,
Final
make
to
tion
tion to make Final Three "Year Prr.nf
to
the and above
claim
establish
to
to establish claim to th land above
described before Register and Receiver
describid before Register and Receiv
U. S. Land Office Clayton N M on the
er U S Land office Clayton N M
11th day of Sept 1919
N.M. on Sept. 10, 1919.
Claimant names ns witnesses :
M. D. GIBES, Proprietor,
CLr'rr.r.r.t rr.nes as witnesses:
George
Clemente Padilla de Rios
Abran Garcia
Deciderio Garcia
Jose Merced Gonzales
Ulihani,
Juan B Vigil
Rufino Salizaar
Simon Ronzales, all of Bueyeros N M
TAZ VALVERDE,
all of Bueyeros, N W.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
THE NYñLL STORE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE f Oft PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, new wi:ah,u,
Office, Clayton, N. M., July. 15, 1919.
Jul 15 1919
Notice is hereby given that Joe e Maria
Notice is hereby given that
Montoya. heir for the heirs of Arturo Albert J. Beller of Bueyeros N M who
Montoya, deceased, of Roy, N.M. who on Ausr 18 1914 madeH. E. No. 018125
All Popular Drinks and Ices
Sec 14 T 19N
J
on June 21, 19'5, made H-and
no. 020328 for Ni-SJ
Sec. 25, Si SEJ; SWJ R. SHE NMPM has
for the
Sec. 26 Twp. 19N. Rng. 25E, NMPM, filed notice of intention to make Final
KODAKS AND
EASTMAN
FILMS AND SUPPLIES
has filed notice of intention to maka Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
I
.
three year proof to establish claim to to the land above described, before
U. S. Commissioner at
the land abov-- i describid, before W.H. F H. Foster Roy,
New Mexico, on the
his office in
DAILY PAPERS
MAGAZINES
Willcox, U.S. Commissioner, at his of
5th day of Sept 1919
fice in Roy, N. M., on Aug, 25th, 1919,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
'.
Albert N M
FredHeimann
Jose de Jesus Meainn Pedro Montoya B.Beller, NLklaus Hayoz, A. C. Beller,
OF
COMPLETE
Vicente C de Baca
Antonio Lucero
all of Bueyeros N. M,
All of Roy; N. M. "'
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Register
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY, Roy, N. Mex.
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Claimant names as witnesses:
Fov N M
Remijio Lope.
Angilis Herrera De Haven N M
Telesforo Ulibarri Camilo Gonzales

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

SJ-N-

NWJ-NWJ-

Ei-NE-

SWJ-NW-

Department
of

ISueyeros N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Office

at

of the Interior, IJ. S. Land
Clayton, New Mexico.

Jul

12, 19 9

Notice is hereby given that
George H. Jordan, of Mills, N. M.
who on, May 8. 1915. add'l Sept 17,
1918 made II. E's. No. 020000 and
024375 for NJ Sec. 12 and SWJ Seel
T. 22 N R. 25 E
V. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, IT. S. Commissioner,
ut Koy, N. JI., on the 18th day of Aug

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Jul 18 1919
Noti?e is hereby given that
Antonio Torres of Koy N M who on
Aug 10 191 Í made II E No. 018513 for
NJ Sec. 33, T 19N R25E NMPM has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
"
land above de- 1919.
names
as
witnesses:
S.
Claimant
ferred, before W. II. Willcox U.
W. E. Carter
Commissioner at Roy N M "on Sept 9 Frank C. Metcalf
T. B. Seitz
Harry Brockman
11119
all of Mills, N.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Sylvestre Torrei Juan Lsldri Romero
Register.
Eligió Homero Abelino Esquifad, a'l
of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior.
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Jul 19, 1919
1919
18
Jul
is hereby given that
Notice
Notice is hereby given that
William Isaac Smith, Jr. of Bueyeros,
Jf ss A. Mascarenas of Solano N. M M. M. who on Sept 1st, 1919 made H.
who on Mar. 1915 made HE No 019409
Sec. 12
E, No. 025368 for NWJ-NWSec 18, WJ NEJ, NWJ;
for
1 T. 20 R.
Sec.
NWJ
SWi
Lot 4 Sec. 19 Twp.. 18N

r,

x

1

J,

WJ-SE- J.

WJ-SW-

SEi,

' '
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office S mta Fc, New Mex
July. 30 191g.
Notice is hereby given that
of Sabinoso-- . N.M.
Erskin B. Cropp,
who, on June. 10, 1915, made Addserial No. 023880,
itional H. E. ,
and Lot 1, Section 17
for NEJ-SE- J
and Lotl Se?, 20
Township 16 N., Range 24 East NMP
M., has filed notice of intention to
nalie Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before United States Commissioner at
Trementina. N. M, on Sept. 19, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roman Quintana
Bentura Quintana,
L M Howe
Petrolino Quintana
All of Trementina, New Mexico
r

.?

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M

v.
Telia LefTler

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE OF CONTEST

In the District Court,

PPANI8WÍMERICAN.

l,

R. 27E N M P
M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W II Willcox U, S. Commissioner
at Roy, N M on Sept 10 1919 , ....
Claimant names as witnesses:
David de
Antonio Jose Mascarenas

Demetrio MasJesus Mascarenas
carenas Solano N M I . 8 30
Lee West Hoy, N. M.
,
V
PAZ VALVERDE.-- :
Register

N.

30 E.

M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Commutation Prof to establish claim to the lar.i above de
scribed, before Challes P Talbot, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at
Clartm N. M. on the 19th day of Aug
"'

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Tixier
A. C Beller
,
,
Rafiel Tixier
Albert Beller
'
0
all of Bueyeros, N. M.
--

PAZ VALVERDE,

'
,

Register.
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WESTERN
President Wilson will review the
Pacific fleet at San Francisco September 2nd or 3rd, according to Secretary
Tumulty.
The "shimmy" and "cheek to cheek"
dances henceforth will not be tolerated
In select Los Angeles clubs. These
dances are unrefined according to an
edict Issued by the Los Angeles Athletic Club and must not be attempted.
Forty Vlllistas were killed, eleven
taken prisoner and many wounded In
a battle between Carranza cavalry and
Vlllistas under command of Pancho
Villa near Las Vegas, on the state line
between Duran go and Chihuahua, Mexico, In recent fighting.
The Mexican railways and the
railway have turned back to
separate management.
Information
from reliable sources Is to the effect
that the government probably will return the systems to the private owners within a month
An estate valued at $25,000 In real
and personal property In Multnomah
county, Oregon, was left by George
Primrose, the comedian, who died at
San Diego, Calif. Viola Primrose, his
widow, and. Albert, a brother were
named as beneficiaries under the will,
filed for probate.
Roy Emerson of Crestón, Iowa, recently convicted of murdering his
mother, escaped from guards who were
taking him to the Ringgold county jail
at Mount Ayr, and committed suicide
by hanging himself under a highway
bridge two miles northeast of Keller-ton- .
He used his belt and a piece of
barbed wire.
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
the Paddock Hotel at Beatrice, Neb.,
causing a loss estimated at $300,000.
All the guests escaped uninjured. A
boy was Injured when struck by a falling brick. Firemen with the aid of
citizens, after a hard fight, were able
to confine the fire to the hotel, which
was the largest in southeastern Nebraska.

WASHINGTON
After nearly two hours' debate and
while the temperature In the chamber
was hovering around the 100 mark, the
House voted to repeal the 10 per cent
tax on Ice cream and soda water.
Amended to provide $14,000,000 Instead of $6,000,000 for the rehabilitation of wounded soldiers, sailors and
marines, the sundry civil appropriation
bill, which was vetoed by the President, was passed by the House before
Its recess.
After brief debate the Senate adopted a resolution by Senator Poindexter
of Washington, authorizing the federal
trade commission to Investigate recent
increases In the market price of fuel
cil in the United States, and especially
on the Pacific coast.
Counterfeiting has been resumed to
such "an unusual degree in the last
few months" that the secret service,
handicapped by lack of money, is finding it difficult to combat It, Chief W.
H. Moran reported to Congress, in asking $125,000 In addition to $275,000 recently voted for the operations of his
bureau during the next year.
A rechecklng by the War Department of the figures up to recently
shows the total number of Americans
captured by the enemy in France was
4,480, of whom 316 were officers.
A new credit of $157,549,000 for France
was established by the treasury,
admaking a total of $3,010,026,800
vanced to that country and a total of
$0,615,400,927 advanced to the allies.
Wage demands to cover an 85 per
cent Increase In the cost of living have
been presented to the railroad administration by representatives of 690,000
conductors, brakenien, trainmen and
railway shopmen, according to announcements made in Washington by
officials of the four big railroad brotherhoods and allied unions.
Universal military and naval training Is provided in bills introduced In
Congress by Senator Chamberlain,
Oregon, and Representative Kalin,
California, chairman of the House military affairs committee. The bills provide that every male citizen between
the ages of 18 and 20 must take six
months' training (either in the army or
navy) unless he has been in the service six months or is physically unfit.
The Senate has decided to have the
proposal for repeal of the daylight saving law again run tin gauntlet of President Wilson's veto. By a vote of 41
to 12 the Senate passed and sent to the
President the separate House bill repealing the daylight saving measure.
Reduction In rank of discharge of
more than 1,300 officers of the marine
corps has been announced by Major
General Barnett as a part of the program of reducing the corps from Its
war-tim- e
strength of about 75,000 officers and men to a permanent strength
of 25,000.

SPANISH-A-

FOREIGN
The Austrian cabinet, beaded by Dr.
Karl Renner, has decided to resign.
Premier Paderewskl has arrived In
Warsaw from Paris. He was given an
enthusiastic reception by the populace.
The recent British victory loan subscriptions amounted to 767,800,000, It
was announced In the House of Commons.
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Perhaps He Had Repented.
funny one happened the other day
In the olllce of a Justice of the peace.
A young couple were being married,
surrounded by several friends. As
usuul, the ritual came to that placa
where the justice said:
"Does anyone present know of any
reason why this couple should not become man and wife?"
And to everybody's amazement, the
groom spoke up, "I do."
As he sold afterwards, "that's what
comes of too many rehearsals."

LAWLEfl HOME

From All Over

Socialist, motions to hasten the bill
establishing a state tribunal to Investi- Western Nawapaper Union Nwi Btrvlc. "
gate the cause of the war and the guilt
COMINO EVENTS.
for It, has paged the national assem- Arizona 8Ut Fair Nov. J to . 1111.
bly at Weimar.
Walter Talbot, a resident of Phoenix
Premier Nlttt of Italy is organizing since 1888, former mayor of the city,
a new mission to the United States. Its and one of the three commissioners in
purpose will be to present Italy's finan- charge of building the capítol recently
cial and industrial needs, the establish- died ut Los Angeles.
ment of credit, and the facilitation of
The Claud Close Howard Post of
exports and imports.
the American Legion was organized hi
The Polish advance Into Galicia was Deming, New Mexico, by a large nummade so rapidly that the Ukrainians ber of veteruus of the world war who
had no time to destroy the railways or met at the armory In that city recentbridges as they retired. The Poles, ac- ly.
cording to this announcement, took
Arizona Is without accommodation
guns as to care for its aged and Indigent pioprisoners and forty-on- e
well as vast Quantities of munitions.
neers. This was revealed when the
One hundred and seventy thousand board of directors was forced to turn
cases of typhus exist In Poland and down the Hpplicatiou of Carl Berken-felt- ,
pioneer constable of Tucson, for
the Baltic Russian states, according to
reports received by officials connected admission to the state pioneer's home
with the American sanitary expedition at Prescott.
now hurrying by train and by automoDuring the year 1918 mines in New
bile through Germany to the afflicted Mexico produced $081,000 in gold, 782,
districts.
000 ounces of sliver, 8,235,000 pounds
The French commission appointed of lead, 98,300,000 pounds of copper
by Albert Clavellle, minister of public and 24,100,000 pounds of zinc. The
works, to study the feasibility of a statistics for 1919 will show a considtunnel under the Engllth channel, has erable decrease In the output of all
reported favorably on the project. M. metals except gold.
Clavellle has authorized the French
Abultoni Bigue No. 2, who, with his
company which holds the concession brother, was accused of the murder of
for the tunnel to experiment with the Charles Hulibel at his Indian trading
latest piercing machinery.
post on the Navajo reservation, plead.
King George received Marshal Focli ed guilty In Superior Court at
at Buckingham palace and conferred
His brother, Abaltonl Bigue No.
upon him the rank of field marshal of 1, was convicted and sentenced to life
the British army. Marshal Focli later Imprisonment.
was escorted to the Guild hall where
That Arizona promises to set a new
he wns given the freedom of the city high record in the production of cotand presented with a sword of honor ton and cantaloupes, is the outstandsimilar to that given General Pershing ing feuture of the government crop reJuly 18 In connection with the celebra- port Issued by L. M. Harrison, field
tion of peace.
agent for the Bureau of Crop EstiAmerica Is
to 18,000 or- mates. Surpassing her record cotton
acreage of lust year by 15,000 acres,
orphans In Armenia. Twenty-eigh- t
phanages In the Armenian republic are
J. C. Sears, well kuowu merchant of
now in operation, under American su- Raton, New Mexico, had a narrow
pervision. The United States relief escape when he tried to board a movcommittee has signed an agreement to ing freight train, which was leaving
take charge of all parentless children for Trinidad. He failed to make th
in Armenia and to pay for their main- train and a switch engine struck him
tenance. There are 15,000 orphans in In the back breaking several ribs.
the region of Erivan and 3,000 in Geor- Those who witnessed the accident
gia.
think he hud a close call.
The Berlin newspapers say that the
Curler Glass, secretary of the treasformer German emperor has written to ury, in a letter to all banks and trust
the archbishop of Posen, asking him to companies, states that he anticipates
preserve the Protestant chapel at Po- the reveuues of the government in the
sen castle for Protestant services. The fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, will
former monarch said that It would be amount to at least $6,500,000,000 and
unbearable to him to have Roman that he hns no reason to believe the
Catholic services In the chapel, Into expenditures of the government will
which he had put his whole soul and In exceed that amount.
which he prayed for victory for GerThe New Mexico Normal Unler-slty'- s
many.
summer institute now drawing
to a close at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
GENERAL
Four automobile bandits entered the not only has a record breaking attenjewelry store of Joseph Brandt in Chi- dance 950 teachers but the Institute
cago and after binding the proprie- this ytuir is making strides in bringtor's brother and an employe, escaped ing home economics before the rural
teachers so that they will be able to
with jewelry valued at $10,000.
Jack Brltton of Chicago, welter- meet the needs of rural communities.
Work on the new school building at
weight boxing champion, and Mike
,
ODowd of St. Paul, the middleweight the Navujo Industrial school at
New Mexico, will he started In
d
title holder, will meet In an
contest at Newark, N. J., Aug. the near future If the present plans
The building will
22. The men are to weigh' In at 15S are carried out.
contain a gym and an assembly room
pounds.
The abnormal demand for pennies Is In the basement and two school rooms
still taxing the capacity of the presses up stairs and will give the superintendent more room to take care of the
In the Philadelphia mint, the enormous
total of 38,931,000 having been struck Increased number of pupils.
The assessed valuation of Pinal
during July. The other coinage consisted of 950,000 dimes and 9,306,000 county, Arizonu, Is now $09,250,000, an
increase of $7,000,000 over the 1918
nickels.
Suit for $5,000 against Jess Wlllard, assessment. This raise Includes the
former heavyweight champion ; Tex rulse made by the County Board of
Rickard, fight promoter, and Frank G. Equalization. The amount of personal
Hall, movie man, has been filed In the property tax collected this year was
Federal Court by the Standard Film $1,250,000 as against a little more than
Service Company, for loss due to the $800,000 last year. The raise on minban on the movie pictures of the fight. ing property of the county amounts to
$2,000,000.
Four persons were killed and fourRev. Francis Bloy, formerly of St.
teen Injured In a head-o- n
street cur
.John's Episcopal Church, Globe, hus
collision on the outskirts of Minneapoupon request taken charge of the
lis. The motorman on one of the cars
movement to establish a community
was among those killed.
hospital for the south side iu Mesa,
The Indiana Public Service CommisArizona.
sion has denied the petition of the
Frank Shelton has been awarded
Western Union Telegraph Company
the contract for a new grammar school
for permission to continue In effect the
building at Mugdalena, New Mexico,
20 per cent increase In rates collected
expects to start work at once. The
and
under government control.
building will be 66 feet wide and 100
greattobacco
is
the
Ttie demand for
feet long, will contain twelve moms,
est in the world's history, according to beside a full basement and sepurate
a statement made by Benjamin Duke. class rooms. When completed it will
He declared that America Is supplying
be one of the largest grammar schools
much of the world's output and that in the stute and will take care of the
1,000,000,000 cigarettes are made In the Magdalena school population
for sevUnited States every three days to meet eral years to come.
the demand.
The Pecos Valley Livestock AssociaSo serious has Buffalo's downtown
tion which was recently organized at
parking problem become the City Roswell, New Mexico,
has advertised
Council has begun consideration of a
plan to have a subterranean municipal a reward of $1,000 for the conviction
garage constructed. The proposal Is of any person or persons stealing liveany member of the organito have subways leading to parking stock from
The association' has been
space constructed beneath one of the zation.
In the Pecos
city's public squares, the subways to former to stop thieving
to
protect
valley
herds of the
and
the
be about two blocks In length each,
Includes members not
one for Inbound and the other for out- members, and
only from the Pecos valley but from
bound cars.
several of the surrounding counties.
Broadway, New York, is a much maMike Mandarich, a Serbian resident
ligned street, according to city offi- of Globe, Ariz., was
killed while Incials, who announod that the "crops" specting a well near his home in North
along the famous thoroughfare will Globe. Mandarich was being lowered
reap a value this year of more than Into the well when lie was overcome
$70,000. The crops are real crops, too, by gas and he toppled headlong Into
running principally to sweet corn and the sump, 60 feet below. The body
peas, grown
in vacant lots along
was found In twelve feet of water afextent.
Broadway's eleven-milter two hours of work.
Gustav Pabst, president of the Pabst
Seventy-nin- e
new patients have arBrewing Company, has purchased for rived at
the Fort Bayard hospital rehe company securities of the company cently, making
the total number now
with a par value of $2,889,900, the over 1,000, which are taking Uncle
property of alien enemies sold at auc- Sara's treatment In
the Mew Mexico
tion by the government, for $1,476,917.
Institution.
eight-roun-
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LOS ANGELES
TORNEY VICTIM OF BOMB

PROMINENT

AT-

PLOT.

OFFER
PROBABLE

$5,000
CAUSE

It's Effect
"How did you like the moving pic-

ture play?"
"I thought It was reel nice."

REWARD

Don't Poison Baby.

IS PROSECU-

TION WHILE ASSISTANT

U.

TEARS AGO almost every mother thought her child must har
or laudanum to make it sleep. These draga will produce
FORTY
and a FEW DROPS TOO MANY will produce the SLEEP
FROM WHICH THERE IS NO WAKINO.
Many are the children who
have been killed or whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, laudanum and morphine, each of which is a narootio product of opium. Druggists
are prohibited from selling either of the narcotics named to children at all, or
to anybody without labelling them "poison." The definition of "narootio
is : " A medicine Which relieve pain and produce deep, but which in poiton-o- ut
doses produce ttupor, coma, convulsión and death." The taste and
smell of medicines containing opium are disguised, and told under the name
ou should not permit any
of " Drops," " Cordials," ' Soothing Syrups," etc
medicine to be given to your children without you or your physician know
of what it is composed.
C ASTORIA DOES NOT
-CONTAIN NARCOTICS, u it bears the signature -of Chas. H. Fletcher.
Qenulne Castoria always bean the signature of AaSyy,

8.

ATTORNEY.

Witrn

When He Did It.

"From what you tell me, Sam, you
have been a busy man all your life?"
"Yes, suh; yes, sah."
"You've done a great deal In your
time and day, Sam, I guess."
"Yes, sah. Dat Is, I'se done a good
lot n mah day ; but it wuz In de boss's
time, suh." Yonkers Statesman.

Newnpaptr t'nlon Kewi Service.

Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 4.

'

Revengo

for the part he played In the prosecution of a group of dynamiters In the
Middle West several years Hgo, was
Hsslgned by the .police here as the
probable motive for an attempt on
the life of Oscur Lawler, former assistant attorney general for the
United States. Mr. Lawler's home was
practically destroyed by a bomb and
subsequent fire here, and he and Mrs.
Whillng Away Leisure Hours.
After He Had Declined It
Lawler both seriously burned and
"I wonder how much wood Wilhelra
"Whut made Latin a dead language,
otherwise Injured.
has really chopped."
pa?" "Oh, I guess somebody doctorAccording to Information gathered
l,
"I dunno," answered Farmer
ed It." Cartoons Magazine.
by the police, a man driving an auto"but I have a suspicion he
mobile stopped In front of the Lawler didn't cut down moren't enough to
What a beautiful world this would
residence at New Hampshire street make a few good Cshin' rods for
be if flowers only grew to resemble-theiand Wllshlre boulevard, in an excluan' the boys."
pictures in the seed catalogue.
sive residential district. He dropped
something, leaped Into the car and

Jf

Corn-tosse-

bis-se- lf

rapidly drove away. An explosion followed almost immediately.
The house
burst Into flames. Mr. Lawler, his
wife and one child were trapped
within.
The Lawler home was a large brick
and frame structure In the fashionable
Wllshlre district, in the west purt of
the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawler were sleeping
on a porch in the south side of the
house, opening from a second-floo- r
room and screened from the street by
an angle of the building. Miss Bessie
Mills, a nurse, and Oscar Lawler, Jr.,
were sleeping on a screened porch at
the rear or east end of the house.
When the explosion came, a sheet
of flume at once rushed up the side
of the house, directly below the porch
occupied by the Lawlers and cut off
possible escape toward the outside.
Mr. Lawler and his wife went Into the
house and tried to make their way to
the rear porch, where their son was
with the nurse.
They were cut off by smoke and
flame and when Mrs. Lawler "realized
this she fainted. Mr. Lawler took her
in his arms, carried her through flames
to the front of the house and dropped
her to an awning over the front veranda, whence she rolled to the ground.
He then leaped after her.
The young son and the nurse were
rescued from the porch by neighbors.
Another son and daughter were away
from home at the time.
A thorough investigation by city,
county, state and federal authorities
led to the belief that the bomb was
placed between two
cans
filled with gasoline, or some other
highly Inflammable
liquid.
Experts
working on the case found fragments
of the bomb sufficient to reconstruct
it.
Not since the dynamiting of the
Times building has Los Angeles been
in such a furor of excitement as It is
over the bomb outrage against Oscar
Lawler, lawyer, banker and one of the
most prominent and respected citizens
of Los Angeles. Relentless war Is to
be declared on anarchists of every
kind. A reward of $5,000 offered by
five-gallo- n

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY

BRINGS SURE RELIEF
For 200 years GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil bs enabled suffering humanity to withstand attacks of kidney,
liver, blidder and stomach troubles
and all diieases connected with the
urinary organs, and to build up and
restore to health organs weakened by
disease. These most important organs
mutt be watched, because they filter
and purify the blood: unlets they do
their work you are doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness, nervous-nea- t,
detpondeney, backache, stomach
trouble, pains in the loins and lower
abdomen, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago all warn you of trouble
with your kidneys. GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules are the remedy
SAVED TWO FAMOUS PICTURES

Tale three or four every da
Íju need.
healing oil soaks into the cells and
lining of the kidneys and drives out
the poisons. New life and health will
surely follow. When your normal vigor
has been restored continue treatment
for a while to keep yourself in condise.
tion and prevent a return of the
dia-ea-

Don't wait until yon are Incapable of
Start taking GOLD MEDAL.
Haarlem Oil Capsules today. Your
druggist will cheerfully refund your
money if you are not satisfied with
results. But be sure to get the original
imported GOLD MEDAL and accept no
substitutes.
In three sizes. Sealed
packages. At all drug stores.
fighting.

NOT

AN

UNNATURAL

ERROR

Old Masters Taken by British Officer Inquirer Might Be Excused for Think
From the Ruins of Ypres
ing Old Lady Was Gone
Cathedral.
Beyond Recall.
The king of the Belgians will shortly
huve returned to him two famous pictures which were rescued, four years
ago, from Ypres cathedral. It appears that during the bombardment of
Ypres in 1915 a young British artillery officer noticed Inside the cathedral, which was being heavily shelled,
that the only things not shattered by
German fire were two large Flemish
masters, dated 1600, hanging some 20
feet high on the walls. How to get
them and save them for Belgium was
the question which immediately presented Itself. The officer called two
private soldiers to help him, and with
the aid of some long gas pipes which
had been blown down by the German
fire, and two large hooks, the pictures
were lowered to the ground. The officer, Lieutenant Daniels, R. A., then
cut the pictures out of their frames
and put them in a large sack, which he
used for a time as a bed. In the end
ne took them to London, where, with
the approval of the Belgian minister,
they have been placed on exhibition
prior to being returned to King Albert
at Brussels.

Concerning the cheese that made
Limhurg famous, a bulletin of the National Geographic society quotes a
communication from William Wlsner
Chapin as follows:.
"Limburg is sometimes called the
garden of Holland. Of the celebrate
relish known as Llmburger cheese It
hns long been a query how an article
of food made from delicious material
and considered such a delicacy can
possess so obnoxious on odor and still
retain Its
This peculiarity-hamade Llmburger cheese responsible for many amusing Incidents.
"A
rural citizen once
went to town to make some purchases,
among which was some of this odoriferous commodity. For convenience
It in a long box In the wagon
behind the seat. Happening to stop-othe road, an Inquisitive acquaintance approached and asked what the
box contained.
"In answer he raised the lid and replied, 'I have my grandmother.'
" 'Weil,' rejoined the Inquirer, as he
caught a whiff of the contents, 'she's
not in a trance.'"
s

t.

Dutch-America- n

Courage.
Safeguarding a Jewel.
the merchants and manufacturers was
"Could you arrange to have the let"Aren't you afraid to wear a bathnot needed to spur police and people ter carrier call only once a week at my ing suit like that?"
to the hunt for the men who set off House?" asked Mr. Crosslots.
"Afraid of what?" asked the girl.
under the
the cans of
"Sunburn."
"What's the Idea?" Inquired the man
sleeping porch of the Lawler home.
t the post office window.
Suspicion Is directed against a conSome men imagine they are the
"My wife's afraid the new cook will
vict recently released from a peniten- think he's company coming to dinner whole orchestra because they have
tiary to which he was sent by Lawler tnd leave before we ean explain."
drums In their ears.
In the discharge of his duty as prosecutor. No trace of him has thus far
nitro-glycerl- n

been found.

Strikers Mowed Down.
Geneva. Troops sent by the government to quell strike riots at Basle and
Zurich were forced to use machine
guns mounted on automobiles during
the disorders. The strikers at Basle
ripped up the pavements and bombarded the troops, Injuring many. A
number of strikers were killed and
wounded and many were arrested. At
Basle the outbreak was said to be of
a Bolshevist character, while at Zurich
the disorders were attributed to the Increasing cost of living.
Big Blaze in Detroit
Detroit, Mich. The Wads worth Manufacturing Company's plant, covering
an area of three blocks, an adjoining
workmen's hotel and the large yi rds ot
the Sibley Lumber Company were destroyed by fire tonight. Police placed
the ioss at nearly $1,000,000.

Warships

In

Earthquake.

On Board U. S. S. New Mexico.

Six

dreadnoughts of the Pacific fleet were
shaken severely by a double earth-luakshock twenty miles off the coast
of the state of Colima, Mexico. None
of the warships reported any damage.
The New Mexlc6 trembled from bow to
stern as If she bad struck an uncharted reef, and the navigating officer sounded "collision quarters" on the
flagship's siren. Sailors In the fore-tosaid the basket masts of the warship swayed like poplar trees In a gale.
p

Every Year Sees
An Increased Demand
for Postum, from coffee
drinkers who realize a

change in habit will
bring better health.

The Original

Postum Cereal
is rich and satisfying as
a table drink for both
young and old.

At Grocers.
Two sizes, usually ssM

at

15c

and 25c
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IES OF GERMANY
BOTHERED YANKEES

Elsie Janis Adopts
Boy Who Foug'it in War

Enemy Learned Valuable Secrets for the west to help repel Hlndenburg's
last great offensive. There was every
No Matter How Carefully
need for secrecy. But when men of
the Seventy-seventpeered across "no
Guarded.
man's land" at daybreak they saw
hoisted from the German trenches this
sign, printed In English:
"Good-by- ,
AMERICANS
CENTER
d
division t

h

h

m

Forty-secon-

Welcome,

German! Sent Smoothest Secret Service Men to Camp on Trail of
Americana at 8oon as They
Landed.

Paris. American newspaper correspondents abroad are now permitted
to relate some of the troubles the
Americans experienced with the great
German spy system.
No army In the world war had a
harder fight against the
Teuton espionage system than did Genernl Pershing's warriors. The .Germans concentrated a
large number of spies against the
Americans Immediately after the first
Yankee contingents lnnded In France
and kept augmenting their numbers.
The American nrmy was made the object of the spy offensive because the
Germans recognized that, If the war
continued until the summer of 1918
and then lapped over Into 1919 It was
the American army that would figure
largely In allied operations. They
wanted to find out what kind of an
' army Pershing
had, what the morale
of the Individual soldiers was, what the
"staffs were planning and what disposition was being made of American
troops behind the western battle front.
Hard to Keep Secrets.
In spite of all precautions and In
e
spite of
forces, German agents undoubtedly collected a
large amount of valuable Information
behind the American lines to supplement other odds and ends they had
picked up from American prisoners,
from the reports of their land and air
observers and from other sources.
Officers tried hard to keep the Boche
from learning that one American unit
had been removed from the line and
supplemented by another. Thai was
Information that the German Intelligence officers wanted for their "order
of battle" maps, by which they kept
track of the exact disposition of all
enemy troops In the line and reserve.
One night elements of the Seventy-sevent- h
division, from New York city
slipped quietly Into line In the Baccarat sector, relieving other units of the
Forty-secondivision, which entrained
smooth-workin-

contre-esplonag-

d

New York. Elsie Janls signed
papers which make her the foster mother of Michael Cardl,
fourteen, an Italian orphan veteran of the war, who landed here
as a stowaway on
Madonna from Marseilles six
weeks ago. Miss Janls put up a
bond of $5,000 to Insure that Michael will not be a public charge
and the lad Is now at her home
In Tarrytown.

"
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Seventy-sevent- h

There were other Instances of the
same kind; but the thing was not all
Often the Americans knew
that Heinle was slipping In o new outfit, the number of the outfit and Just
what kind of stuff Its men were made
of, and they made Important use of
that Information.

nights, when American troops were entering the trenches to relieve other
units, rockets and colored lights shot
up from hills behind the American
front. The German artillery promptly
responded to this tip by pounding the
Much Trouble In Alsace.
communication
trenches,
American
American troops that saw service In knowing that they would be crowded
the mountainous Alsace country had with men passing forward. The hills
the greatest difficulties with the spy and woods afforded such excellent hiding places that It was next to Imposevil.
Behind the
Unes were a large number of people sible to attempt to trap the men who
and who re- had touched off the lights. The situawho were German-bortained their sympathies for the kaiser. tion In Alance was all the more diffThe country offered unusually good op- icult because the French government
portunities for spies because of Its desired to avoid offending the Alsatian
On several villagers by making arrests.
hilly, wooded nature.
Franco-America-
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Yanks Are Clearing Wine Field
200 Miles Long and 45
Miles Wide.
MAKE NORTH SEA SAFE AGAIN

(3)
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a casualty toll of four vessels damaged, one officer killed and others
wounded. The U. S. S. Bobolink, the
first victim, had her stein blown In
by an exploding mine.
Lleatenant
Bruce wns killed. Several other officers and men, knocked overboard, were
rescued. The ü. S. S. Putuxent was
badly damaged about the stern and the
U. S. S.- Rail slightly damaged.
All
were of about 1,000 tons. The fourth
was a smaller boat.
Thus far the fleet has covered an
area containing 4,000 mines. Of these
45 per cent have been accounted for.
Where the remaining 65 per cent are
nobody knows. Captain Sexton estimated the mine hunt would keep the
sweepers busy until October or November.
It Involves a personnel of
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Colored man wounded In Chlccgo's race riots being escorted to safety by mounted policemen. 2
parade In Paris. 3 Scene In
color bearers marching at the head of the Yanks in the great Bastille-daduring the street car strike when the people were forced to utilize all manner of conveyances.
y

peclully well patronized by the people
of small towns and rural districts, and
It was predicted that the supplies
would be disposed of within a week.
Of course such a measure as this
Is only a drop In the bucket, and it Is
being more and more forcibly Impressed on the government that It must do
Nearly Two Score Are Killed In something to make the cost of life's
necessities square with the Incomes
War Between Whites and
of the people. The advisory board of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive EngiBlacks in Chicago.
neers took up the matter dlrecHy with
the president, presenting to him a
about 2,500.
momorandum which he characterized
When the word was first mouthed STATE TROOPS CALLED OUT
document" and
as an "Impressive
around through the ranks that Ameri
ordered made public. The board apcan gobs were going to pick up the
pealed to the president and cabinet
mines they helped to lay a short time
government action to Increase the
Time
for
Same
Men
at
Strike
Car
Street
before, the general opinion was that
purchasing power of the dollar, failUrgency of Action to Cut Living
It would be one of the most thrilling
ing In which, it said, the engineers
Cost Impressed on Govern-meJobs yet. And no one has been disap
would
have to ask a further Increase
pointed. Equipped with maps show
Status of Peace
In wages. The memorandum asserted
ing approximately where every mine
Treaty Contest
was dropped, the flotilla started out
among all classes, especially wage
In twos, each pair dragging a cable be--.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
earners, was due "mainly to the con..--tween them.
Race riots and strikes made Chicago scienceless profiteering by the great
Mines Sown In Strings.
the news center of the country for the Interests who have secured control of
The mines, the map said, were sewn week, and the news from It was senall the necessaries of life." The enIn strings. All the sweepers had to
sational and plentiful. Starting In a gineers are wise enough to see and
do was to straddle the line, pass from trifling quarrel over the "color line"
to admit that Increasing the wages
one end to the other, and the cable,
at a bathing beach, a real race war is but temporary relief so long as
between them, would do the rest.
sprang up with startling suddenness prices continue to soar.
Of course, the particular mine In and quickly spread throughout the
question wouldn't be the only one to go South side of the city, where most of
Just before the engineers visited the
off. The concussion would always set the negroes live, and thence to the
National
White House Democratic
oft others Immediately adjoining, and downtown business district, with spoChairman Cummlngs reported to the
probably still others adjoining these, radic outbreaks In other regions. Bepresident on his political Inspection
These two exigencies were provided fore the authorities got the situation
trip over the country, telling Mr. Wilfor on the map under the titles "zone
under control nearly two score per- son of the growing Importance of acof extreme danger," "zone of possible sons had been killed and several hundanger," and beyond that "zone of dred wounded. For several days the tion to reduce the cost of living. What
safety." In addition, there would be a mayor Insisted the police eould re- form that nctlon will take, when It
conjectured even
few other mines
around In store order, but realization of his mis- comes, cannot be
from the fact that official investigaall three zones.
take was forced on him and he called tions of various kinds of alleged profiThe first few days were rather dis on the governor for assistance from
teering are under way or proposed.
astrous. Captain Sexton and his staff the state militia. Several regiments
The Immediate result of all this was
In London began to dread opening the
at once occupied the "black belt." a conference of cabinet members and
morning's dispatches. Gradually, with However,
the establishment of martial heads of bureaus called by Attorney
Yankee resourcefulness, the Americans
law was avoided and thus the city General Palmer for the purpose of
seemed to be getting on top of the
"saved Its face."
discussing the situation and possible
Job, "until now Captain Sexton Is con
The government will seek
remedies.
fident they are going to clean up the
There Is no doubt that the casualty to stop and punish profiteering, to deassignment with minimum losses.
lists of the race war were kept down termine the contributing causes for
by the fact that the strike of the high prices and to devise remedies for
ister of education after he had made sfreet car men was coincident with Immediate relief for the public.
a successful appearance In the Augus-teum- , the riots. Not a surface or elevated
The administration Is gravely conwhere he had conducted an or car was running and It was comparatively easy for the authorities to keep cerned over the manifest discontent
chestra and chorus aggregating 500,
troubleflnd of the American fnrmers, which comes
All the players In the orchestra are put of the riot
- tmí i p
curlosily seeLers. The stnte "whicTi just at a time
men of long experience,
.
when the official eshad been impending for some time, timates of the nation's wheat crop
was precipitated suddenly by the radSHOOTS PIGEON, PAYS $47.50 ical element In the car men's unions, a have had to be greatly reduced. The
farmers have been djssatl.jfled w;lth
compromise offer of the companies,
the system of grading fixed by the buSt. Louis Man Loses In Court After
by the state and city authori- reau of markets of the department of
Argument With Bird's
ties and the heads of the unions, be- agriculture, and now, as Chairman
Owner.
ing rejected. Though seriously ham- Barnes of the government grain corpered In getting to Its work and In poration told the president, they are
St. Louis. Shooting a single pigeon transacting business, the public took
protesting against an order from the
has cost Philip Honimal of Bellevilk the situation good nnturedly and made corporation fixing a schedule of disa total of $47.50.
Its way to the business district and counts for the lower grades of wheat.
The prgeon ate some of Hommel'i home again with rather remarkable This, they assert, deprives them of an
garden seed and vegetables.
Hominel facility.
All manner of motor veunreasonably large part of the guarkilled It. Then Hommel got Into no hicles were pressed Into service and anteed price of $2.20 per bushel, the
argument with Anton Sehllnger, ownei the steam roads exerted every effort amount received being In some Inof the bird.
to carry their many thousands of extra stances as low as $1.45 per bushel. .
He brought a charge of threatening passengers.
The demand of the car
to kill against Sehllnger.
Justict men for a heavy Increase In wages
defense treaty
The
Lautz ruled against Hommel In each did not have general sympathy, for It was submitted to the senate, and at
of tho four cases and the plaintiff meant a corresponding Increase In the once became a subject of debate In
was compelled to pay the costs, $36.20 fares charged.
the committee on foreign relations,
Then Sehllnger sued Hommel for disalong with the peace treaty. President
turbing the peace and Judge Lautz a
There have hm many bitter com- Wilson, in asking its approval, said
sessed a fine of $5 and costs.
plaints lately to the effect that the he considered the treaty with Gergovernment was not doing what it many and the covenant of the League
might to reduce the cost of living by of Nations gave France full protecEagle Flies With Airships.
Helena, Mont. Spectators at the selling to consumers the Immense sur- tion, but that he had been moved to
Victory liberty loan flying circus plus stores of food held by the war the treaty by considerations of friendOn Thursday the war ship and gratitude to France. Oppowere treated to a number not on the department.
program Tuesday. While two of the department put on sale about 341,000,-00- 0 sition senators protested that this
pounds df those foodstuffs, Includpact violated the constitutional right
airmen were performing a gigantic ing canned vegetables,
corned beef,
congress to make war, to which the
eagle appeared above them and circled bacon, roast beef, frozen meats and of
president's supporters had the obvious
about, apparently puzzled and Inter- poultry.
The marketing was done retort that it created no precedent,
ested by these Invaders of his domain. through. local postmasters and mall similar action having been taken in
The airmen passed close to the bird carriers, who took orders from buy- numerous cases in the past.
several times and say It was a mon- ers, received the cash and delivered
The foreign relations committee did
ster. It finally flew back to its post the goods. The prices obtained rep- an unusual If not unprecedented thing
resented the cost to the government In holding public hearings on the peace
In the main range.
plus the postage. This sale was es- - treaty. Bernard Baruch was the first
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Task Almost as Dangerous and, From
Viewpoint of Shipping, as Impor-tan- t
as Hunting Submarines,
London. Eighty United States navy
mine sweepers are busy In the North
sea at a Job almost as dangerous and,
from the viewpoint of shipping, quite
as Important, as hunting submarines.
They are clearing away the largest
mine barrage In the world. This barrage, nearly 80 per cent American-mad- e
mines, Is
and American-laiabout 200 mites long and 45 miles
wide. It closes the North sea from
Scotland to Norway.
d

The task has already resulted
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free-lancin- g

Part of the Finnish legion operating against the bolshevikl In North
are here shown at a halt during a march across a frozen lake.

IS A MUSICAL PRODIGY

tStí

dlstri?

worked In Maine when the child was
born.
Age of 13
The father said that at the age of
two the lad was brought to Italy, whither his parents were returning to take
Child Who Astonishes Europe Born up their residence In their old home In
In Maine of Italian
the Folies Bergere, In Paris. A year
Parents. later he appeared In the Costanza theater, Rome, where for the first time he
led an orchestra of 100 pieces. The proBorne. Willy Ferrero, aged thirteen, gram was composed of Wagnerian,
orchestras In Beethoven and other heavy selections.
who leads
selections from Wagner, Beethoven,
The child took his orchestra before
Rossini, Grelg and others, Is an American and was born In Portland, Maine. Emperor Nicholas In 1913 and conductThe child has attracted the attention ed two concerts for the monarch. In
of Europe since he was four years old, the same year his orchestra was filling
but It was only recently thut his Amer- an engagement In London, and he was
ican birth was revealed by his parents, commanded to appear before Queen
Alexandria of England at Marlborough
who are Italian.
BenThe father told the Associated Press house. He appeared before Pope
correspondent that Willy carried an edict XV. In 1910.
In April, 1915, Just before Italy's decAmerican passport, but that his name
thereon was William Ferrero, a name laration of war, Willy was presented
he had chosen for him while he had with the gold medal by the Italian min
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NAVAL BOATS DO
DANGEROUS WORK

FINNISH LEGION FIGHTING BOLSHEVIKI

W

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Orchestra at the

e

SCOUTS TO DIG RIVERS ing after. They will go Into camp and
hunt for pearl mussels while wading
Lads Are Planning
for barefoot In the shoal waters or will
Wisconsin
drag for them from boats. Some darTreasure Hunt Pearls,
ing spirits may do a little diving.
Not Gold.
These mussel shells are lined with
Prairie du Chlen, Wis. Wisconsin mother-of-pearvaluable in button-makin- g
boy scouts are planning for a treasure
and frequently inclose a prebunt this year. Pirate gold Is not the cious pearl. Some of the fresh-wate- r
hire j Cocos Island is too far away. pearls sell for several thousand dolThe Spanish main doesn't He handy lars. Wisconsin's biggest fresh-wate- r
and Captain Kldd never burled a sin- pearl brought the finder $5,000.
gla doubloon In the Wisconsin prairies
and Mil. It's pearls the boys are go
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witness and was questioned especially
regarding the reparation and other
financiul clauses.

President Wilson postponed ths
start of his speaking tour of the country probably until August 15, and continued his efforts In Washington la
behalf of the peace treaty and league
covenant. He called In more senators
to conference, both Democrats and Republicans, and appealed for unqualified ratification of the treaty especially on the ground that reservations or
amendments would necessitate its resubmission to Germany, which he said
would be humiliating to us. To Senator Fernald of Maine Mr. Wilson said
he had assumed there were at least
sixty senators who would take a world
view of the situation.
"There are sixty men In the United
States senate who take a world view
of the Sflnatjon," Senator Fernald
piled? "Fortunately, they Include fif
their view the best Interests of the
US
United States of America'
Other senators toíd the president
that while they recognized the fact
that reservations would cause delay,
they . considered the protection of
American interests of greater Importance than speedy ratification. There
Is no doubt that both sides to the controversy would be glad to find some
dignified way out of It, but neither
seems to have made any converts. The
help which the administration expected In the way of a formal declaration
by Japan that It would restore Shantung to China was not forthcoming
and that grab clause remained a sore
spot.

a

Official dispatches from MaJ. J.
Green, director of the American relief administration's work In Turkey,
calls attention to the Imminent peril
of the remainder of the Armenian nation.
The Turks have reorganized
their army and they and the Tatars
are advancing cm the Armenians from
three sides, cutting them off from all
relief supplies and threatening their
Unless military proj
extermination.
tectlon is a.ffoded the Armenians at
once says Motor Green, the disaster
will beTnore TerTlbfe Tfian ttíe níSltí
CÍ73 in 1915. In Paris ft Is said the
peace conferences hands are tied until America decides whether or not it
will accept a mandate for Asia Minor.

Germany's

commissioners

named

tJ

attend to the delivery of live stock to
the French nnd Belgians, and to the
transfer of the Saar coal mines has
arrived at Versailles and gone to work,
and in other respects the Germans
seem to be trying reluctantly to carry
out the provisions of the treaty. But
their army in Letvin remains obdurate
nnd General Von der Goltz ond other
officers have

become

so insolent

In

their endeavors to prevent the Letts
from establishing a stable government
that the supreme council of the allies
has ordered the Immediate expulsion
of the German troops from Letvla.
Austria was given until one o'clock
the afternoon of August 0 to consider the terms offered her. Her press
and public men have declared the
terms are Impossible of acceptance,
and on Thursday It was announced
that the cabinet, headed by Dr. Karl
In

Renner,

had decided to resign.

Though America was not at war
with Bulgaria, It was decided that it
should sign the treaty with that nation.
This treaty was completed with the
exception of some of the territorial
clauses. All the Allies except America
were In favor of awarding western
Thrace to Greece. Undersecretary of
State Polk, who has taken Secretary
Lansing's place on the council, was
taking an active part in the discussion of this matter.
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absorbed in the thrilling
of the plot, entirely oblivious to all his surroundings,

DEEPLY

this reader is following the developments of
one of the best mystery stories yet penned by
that star of fiction writers, George Barr Mo
Cutcheon. You will be equally interested in the
new serial we take pleasure in. announcing.
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strange, hidden house on the American border of Canada. In and around it royal personages, third-rat- e
actors, a New York man of the
world, a beautiful woman, an Irishman of fortune, an international crook, all play their parts
in an exciting drama of European intrigue. It
1
3 story of many dramatic incidents, exciting
situations and touches of splendid humor.
is-- a

You'll Miss a Big Treat if You
Fail to Read Our New Serial!

When Beards Flourished.
Tin; ivijiii of Henry IV of France
whs the Rolden ii(,'e of heiirds, for (it
Unit timo iv.s much nttciition was paid
to lliem ns to tin; riressins of the
hair of both sexes. LmiI.s VIII, then n
child, came to the throne, and the
)
heard had to j;o in honor of the
cliin of the new monarch.
hair-les.--

Said Hie mount ;il man, "Someday.
Foinelindy,
somewhere, snmehow will
(ret an inspiration end in the fervor
of t Sio hour will write a chunk of fiction that doesn't contain the word
sordid, duerm't refer lo I lie flotsam and
jetsam of life mid excludes all persons with hectic Hushes."

LUJAN & SON
In the Foster Block, Roy,
OF GENERAL
OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK
PRICES
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We Buy. Butter and Eggs
AtHighest Market Prices
Produce.
Hiibs, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch

Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-
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WE SOLICT

REMIGIO LOPEZ

Are BUILT! not
Thrown together.

RESPONSIBLE

Declares Ho Told Edsel That War
Work n Fsctory Needed Him
Would Not Accept Safety
First Commission.
Mt. Clemens, Mich, Homy Ford,
during the last hour of his seven daya
ou the wilness stand, took occaaiou
to claim full reponalbility for his soli,
Edsel Ford's, claim for exemption from'
the selective draft. "lie wanted to
enlist," said Mr. Ford, "but I told h.u
that he ceuld do more good where ha
was. He was ottered several coinmi;.-siou- s
w.'iich would have permitted h.;u
to wear a uniform and stay right i i
the factory, but he wouldn't accept
them."
having made their decision, It w..'
shown, both Mr. Ford and his son
to camouflage
It behind a
swivel chair commission
carryU:;
boo's and spurs.
Thi.-- i
subject, the introduction ,, uf
which has been awaited ever since
the trial opened, did not develop along
the lines which had been generally expected.
ro
Mr. Ford's Inclination
shoulder full responsibility, his statement that his son was absolutely
tssentlal to the war work being done
in the factory and his revelation oi
tho fact that Edsel Ford turned down
several offers of a commission, disarmed criticism. The charges, spread
during a political campaign, and recently repeated on the floor of thj
United States senate, to the effect that
the young president of the Ford Mo'or
company had shirked his duty were so
fully refuted that Tribune counsel did
not pursue the point.
It was the first time that a full explanation of the facts In connection
with Edsel Ford's war work has been
made public and It was easily the
feature of the eleventh week of the
trial.
Henry Ford spent seven days on the
witness stand and of this time he
gave less than two hours to his ov, i.
lawyers. As long as counsel for The
Tribune was hammering him Mr. Ford
sat quietly In the witness chair answering the constant fire of questions
with great patience.
But the Instant
his own lawyers took him in hand bis
attitude changed. He became
and diffiden', Hewould v.oi
accept the efforts of his counsel to
provide him with an opportunity to
reveal the full extent of his patriotic j
work during the war, his Humanitarian views, or his advanced idas of the
relations- which should exist between
capital and labor.
"It Is all In the records," said Mr.
Ford. "I have told it all here once."
lie avoided, with care, anything that
verged on boasting.
He would not,
even describe the extent of th war
work which his factories did and when
record breaking performances in tin:
production of munitions was mention-ehe declared, we did all wo could,
let it go at that. I want to frret
ail about it. I feel just as the soldiers feel. I don't want to talk about
my war work."
The witness did, however, aftfr being pressed, explain that his son hnd'
bought out the minority stockholders,
of tl e Ford Motor company beciuBo
these ininests had Inst: ted on Mr.
Ford squeezing the last dollar out of.
'ho puolic, the govern.ntnt, the wor.ir.
lie wanted to
ers mid Its product.
cut loose fiom his asswate.v be sai l;,
so that he could carry cut his IdeuM
of tbe cistribution of profits ti em?
pioyees thiough Increased wages and
'o the inblic through lower prices.
It was either buy or sell and Mr. IPor.d5
had ton; dered selling nd organizing
His sou, nowewv
a new company.
took up (he task of buying out ..he
minority stockholders and succeeded,.
diupito (he general belle In the- financial world that this stock eouW: not
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Medicinal Propertie of Beech Tree.
The beech, which Is found in the
temperate zone in Europe, America
and Asin, la valuable In medicine for
the creosote distilled from Its tar.
Creosote, creosote enrbonute mid
are medicinen used to Ktipple-men- t
the hygeiilc me.iwires which have
rfone so much to reduce the-- deatli rate
in sufferjrs fnmi piiliiiiini-gun-lae-
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Tail cf the Fex.
One of the most notable feu tures T
The Angles, or Kngles, were n'
and massive ta',r.
once located in u part of the world the fox Is his hnve
.
Seen runnin
John
rifes
Selileswig-IIolsteiii
and
now known ns
who accompanied or Immediately fol- on the snow sit u distance, his tnll
us consplcuons us his body; and.,
lowed the Saxons into Kngliind: The
Angles nrc believed to have been: the go far us appearing a burden, seems tf'
more powerful nice, for they occupied contribute to his tightness nnd
It softens the outline of Ii1'
ho turgor portion of Britain, and' they
movements,
nnd repents or continues
out
of
for
land,
name
to
the
lave their
Kngle grew the word Hnglaiid and' the to the eye the ease and poise of:
carriage.
Faxons made the word Anglo-SaxoAnglo-Saxon-
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One of the most Interesting develop
menfs of Mr. Ford's testimony came
iiut when It was testified that the only
legislation he has ever sought w;.a
bt birds. O.tn'.j
tlr l ft r thr
rr.en of millions, it was iaown, koe.v
lobbyists In tho national and state
capítol to urge and wo.-- for speiil
privileges, but the one favor that a'v.
Ford "has ever asked from tho law
makers rad nothing to do with tr.s
rvn in eresta. It was a curious bit of
'esl.mprv and left a daep lmpres3i)ii
on the audience in the court chanaboi,
The Fib.icct was a usult ot ques'
tions concerning Mr. Ford's list of
He named Thomas Kdlsci j
tiiendi
and John Burroughs, the naturalist, as
i.ig best friends outside
of his 1m- mediate associates.
Litigation In which Mr. Ford har
been interested was another subject
of Interest. It was shown that when
the automobile business was in the
first years of its growth all manuiac- turer3 of motor cars were compelled
to pay tribute to what was known a:i
the Selden patent on internal cornbiu.
Mr. Ford fought this
tlon engines.
patent for seven years and vton and by
his victory freed the entire industry
from its shackles and made posaihln
the wonderful growth which has rjarlv
ed the last fety years,,
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Registered French Percheron Stallion,

LEOPOLD

99421

Recorded, Percheron Society of America, No. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
by M. Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.

Will be kept
for Service,
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At the Geo
Cochrane

Farm, 2 miles West and 6 miles North of ROY,
!
To insure Colt to Teat
$-J--

J

c

$12.50 for Season. Impregnator

Service by experienced breeder each Monday, Wednesday, Friday anfj
Service Reserved
Care will be r ken to prevent accidents but will not be respon- Saturday, at 5 P.M. F&Kt TimeJ.
Farting with, or ren jving mare trom the neighborhood forfeits insurible should any occur;.
ance and season Kcxnes due and payable at once, mar standing for same,

The Mills Percheron Horse Company,
George Cochrane Keeper.

